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This report contains portions of the economic impact analysis report that are related to the
industry profile.

SECTION 2
SUPPLY OF DRY CLEANING SERVICES

The dry cleaning industry is a mature service industry involved in the

cleaning, pressing, and finishing of clothing and related products.

This

section provides a profile of each sector of the indwstry, production history
and trends, an overview of the production process, and the estimated coats of
production.
2 .1

PROFILE OF SUPPLIERS SY INDUSTRY SECTOR

The dry cleaning industry is composed of three sectors:
• commercial (SIC 7216),
• coin-operated (SIC 7215), and
• industrial (SIC. 7218) •

Comaercial facilities are the most prevalen~ of the three types and ar~
generally located in shopping centers and near densely populated areas.

Coin

operated plants are typically part of a laundromat and provide dry cleaning
either on a self-service basis or by accepting items over the counter--similar
to commercial facilities.

Industrial plants usually rent unifoz:ms and other

items to their customers and are generally larger than commercial and coin
oPerated facilities.
2~1.1

C9PIDltrcin1 Sector
Commercial dry cleaning facilities, the most familiar type of

e~tablishment, provide services for household.a and include independently
o~rated neighborhood shops, franChises, and specialty cleaners.

(lry cleaners provide full ·service

Commercial

dry cleaning, which includes spotting,

~ressing, finishing, and packaging.

In addition, many commercial dry cleaners

~rovide laundry 8ervices for water-washable gu:ments, rug cleaning 8ervices,
apd minor alteration and repair services.

Cif,

On average appi:oximatel.y 85 percent

the receipts at a commercial dry cleaning e8tablishment are from dry

e;.leaning activities.

The remaining 15 percent are from the auxiliary services

~rovided. by the facility (U.S. Department of COD111erce, 1991).
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Approximately 30,494 comnarcial.dry cleaners operate in the U.S.

Over

80 percent or about 24,947 commercial dry cleaners use perchloroethylene (PCE)
in their cleaning process.

Table 2-1 shows the distribution of PCE

establishments, the distribution of PCE machines, and the corresponding number
of ma.chines per facility for 5 income categories (based on annual receipts per
facility).

This estimated total number of dry cleaning facilities and the

distribution of facilities by income level is based'on the number and
distribution of PCE dry cleaning machines by design capacity, the average
number of machines per faci~ity in tbe commercial sector ?approximately 1.25)
(Radian 1990c), and the distribution of facilities reported in the 1987 Census
of Service Industries, Subject Series (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1990b).
In addition, it is assumed that facilities below $100 thousand in annual
receipts have one machine per facility.
Tables 2-2 and 2-3 show the 1991 distribution of annual receipts for all
commercial establishments and for establishments that use PCE, respectively.
over three fourths of the total receipts to dry cleaning establishments were
earned by facilities with $100,000 or more in annual receipts.

These

facilities represent only about one third of the total number of commercial
dry

cleaning establishments.

At 'tbe other end of the spectrum, small

facilities with below $25,000 in annual receipts account for more than 25
percent of the total number of facilities but only about 3 percent of total
receipts to commercial dry cleaners.
Dry cleaning output for the sector totals 571,984 Mg per·year with
446,492 Mg from facilities that use PCE.

Total output is computed by first

multiplying total annual receipts by the share of receipts from dry cleaning
activities (851) to compute the receipts directly attributable to drycleaning,
This value is then divided by the estimated 1989 baseline price of $6.34 per
kilogram for dry cleaning services to compute total annual output measured in
kilograms of clothes cleaned.

Tables 2-4 and 2-5 report 1991 estimated total

output and average output per establishment by income category.
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TABLE 2-1.

DISTRIBUTION OF PCE DRY CLEANING MACHINES AND FACILITIES IN THE COMMERCIAL SECTOR

Number of PCE
Establishments

Number of PCE and
non-PCE
Establishmentsa

($000/yr)

Number of PCE
Machines

0 - 25

6,822

1

6,822

8,026

25 - 50

4,270

1

4,270

5,024

50 - 75b

2,632

1

2,632

3,096

75 - 100b

2,632

1

2,632

3,096

over 100

15,076

1.75

8,591

11,251

Total

31,432

1.26

24,947

30,494

Annual Receipts

z •:::t

PCE Machines Per
• Establishment

c:;::t::a:a::: :~: ::s:a~:t::a

1
t:~a~:=ro;fd:yc~;::r!;gm!:~t:!! ::e i:c:af:a:::;m:1!:::g~::6~~
per establishment refers to PCE machines only. It is assumed the average number machines per establishment
is one for all non-PCB establishments.
·
bcensus data do not subdivide facilities with annual receipts between $50 and $100 thousand. For the
purposes of analysis it is assumed that one half of facilities with $50 to $100 thousand annual receipts
are below $75 thousand and one half are 4bove $75 thousand• .
Source: Radian, 1990c; 1987 Census of Service Industries, Subject Series CU.S. Department of Comnerce,
1990); Safety-Kleen, 1986.

TABLE 2-2.

1991 DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPTS FOR COMMERCIAL DRY CLEANING
ESTABLISHMEN'l'S: PCE AND NON-PCE ESTABLISHMBNTS ($1989)

Number of
Establishments•

Percent

Total
Annual
Receiptsb
($000/yr)

26.32
16.47

i42, 350
203,679

3.34

17,736

25-50

8,026
5,024

4. 77

40,545

50-75

3,096

10.15

207,528

4.86

67,021

75-100
>100

3,096

10.15

290,539

6.81

93,829

11,251

36.90

3,421,966

80 .21

304,135

30,494

100.00

4,266,062

100.00

Annual
Receipts
($000/yr)
0-25

Total

Percent

Average Annual
Receipts Per
Establisbmentc
($/yr)

asee Table 2-1.
bAverage annual receipts multiplied by number of establishments.
caased on data reported in the 1987 Census of Service Industries, SUbject
Series (U.S. Department of Com:nerce, 1990) for commercial dry cleaning
establishments with payroll converted. to $1989 using the CPI for Apparel and
Upkeep.

TABLE 2-3.

1991 D.ISTRIBU'l'ION OF RECEIPTS FOR COMMERCIAL DRY CLEANING
ESTABLISHMENTS: PCE ESTABLISHMENTS ONLY ($t989)
Total

Annual

Average Annual
Receipts Per
Establishmentc
($/yr)

:Annual
Receipts
($000/yr)

Number of
Establishments•

Percent

Receiptsb
($000/yr)

0-25

6,822

27.35

120,998

3.63

17,736

25-50

4,270

17.12

173,127

5.20

40,545

50-75

2,632

10.55

176,399

5.30

67,021

75-100

2,632

10.55

246,958

7.42

93,829

>100

8,591

34.44

2,612,824

78.46

304,135

Total

24,947

100.00

3,330,305

100.00

Percent

•see Table 2-1.
bAverage annual receipts multiplied by number of establishments.
CSased on data reported in the 1987 Census of Service Industries, Subject
Series {U.S. Department of Commerce, 1990) for commercial dry cleaning
establishments with payroll converted. to $1989 using the CPI for Apparel and
Upkeep.
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TABLE 2-4.

1991 DISTRIBUTION OF DRY CI.BANING OUTPUT IN THE COMMERCIAL
SECTOR: PCE AND NON-PCE ESTABLISHMENTS
Average Annual
Output Per
Establishmentb
(kg/yr)

Annual
Receipts
($000/yrJ

Number of
Establishments•

Percent

Total
Annual
Outputb
(Mg/yr)

0-25

8,026

26.32

19,085

3.34

2,378

25-50

5,024

16.47

27,307

4.77

5,436

50-75

10.15
10.15

27,823

75-100

3,096
3,096

38,952

4.86
6.81

8,985
12,580

>100

11,251

36.90

458,781

80 .21

40,775

Total

30,494

100.00

571,948

100.00

Percent

asee Table 2-1.
baeceipts from Table 2-2 multiplied by the share of receipts from dry cleaning
activities (851) divided by the 1989 base price ($6.34 per kg).

TABLE 2-5.

1991 DISTRIBUTION OF DRY CLEANING OU'l'PUT IN THE COMMERCIAL
SECTOR: PCE ESTABLISHMENTS ONLY
Total
Annual
Outputb

Average Annual
output Per
Establishmentb
(kg/yrl

Annual
Receipts
($000/yrJ

Number of
Establisbmentsa

Percent

0-25

6,822

27.35

16,222

3.63

2,378

25-50

4,270

17.12

23,211

5.20

5,436

50-75

2,632

10.55

23,650

5.30

8,985

75-100
>100

2,632
8,591

10.55

7. 42

34.44

33,110
350,300

78.46

12,580
40,775

24,947

100.00

446,492

100.00

Total

(Mg/yr)

Percent

asee Table 2-1.
baeceipts from Table 2-3 multiplied by the share of receipts from dry cleaning
activities (85%) divided by the 1989 base price ($6.34 per kg).
The commercial sector baseline price is derived using International
Fabricare Institute (IFI) data on the average price to clean a two-piece man's
suit weighing one kilogram. (Faig, 1990).

Control cost estimates and other

financial data used in the economic impact analysis are measured in 1989
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dollars.

However, the moat recent base price estimate available for the

comercial sector is the average 1988 value C$S.92).

The 1989 base price was

projected by first fitting a regression line to the natural logarithm of base
prices from 1973 to 1988 and a time trend.

The slope of the regression line

(0.0707) is an estimate of the average growth rate of base prices over that
time period.
The projected 1989 base price is then calculated as the sum of the 1988
price plus the growth amount:
•1989 • P1988 • (l + 0.0707)
• $5.92 • (l

(2. lJ

+ 0.0707)

• $6.34

For the purposes of analysis, all facilities are assumed to charge $6.34 per
kilogram of clothes cleaned in the baseline.

In following sections, price

changes due to the regulation are projected based on the price computed in
this section.

Cain-operated Sector

2.1.2

Facilities in the coin-operated sector also supply dry cleaning services
to households and are usually part of a laundromat.

Water washing and drying

account· for the majority of sales with dry cleaning of·fered as an auxiliary
service CTo.rp, 1990).

Approximately 10 percent of total receipts at coin

operated laundries that offer dry cleaning services are from dry cleaning

.

activities.
Two types of dry cleaning services are available in this sector:
service and employee assisted dry cleaning.

self

Self-service, coin-operated dry

cleaning, as the name suggests, requires the consumer to operate the dry
cleaning machine and does not include pressing, spotting, or other finishing
services.

Employee assisted dry cleaning Creferred to as plant-operated in

the balance of this report) is virtually indistinguishable from the service
provided by commercial dry cleaners except that the facility also offers coin
operated laundry services •

Consumers use coin-operated
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dry

cleaners because

they desire lower priced cleaning, bave large items, or do not live near
conmercial cleaners (ICF, 1986).
Census data indicate that 27,180 coin-operated laundries--including
facilities with and without payroll-were operating in the U.S. in 1987 (U.S.
Department of Commerce, 1990a).
offer dry cleaning services.

Approximately 3,044 coin-operated laundries

Al:>out 2,831 establishments offer plant-operated

dry cleaning and another 213 establishments offer self-service dry cleaning

(:Radian, 1991c).

Virtually all coin-operated laundries that offer dry

cleaning services use PCE in the cleaning process.
Table 2-6 shows the 1991 distribution of coin-operated establiahments
with dry cleaning operations.

The income distribution is based on the income

distribution of all coin-operated laundries with payroll including those
without dry cleaning capacity (U.S. Department of Comaerce, 1990b) •
.Establishments with over $100,000 in annual receipts account for approximately
14 percent of the establishments and more than half of the receipts at plants
with dry cleaning operations.

Establishments that collect less than $25,000

in annual receipts account for about 17 percent of the plants and less than 4
percent of receipts a.t plants with dry cleaning operations.

Nearly one half

of all plants in this sector with dry cleaning operations are in the $25 to
$50 thousand receipts range.
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TABLE 2-6.

Annual
Receipts
1$000/yr)

1991 DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPTS FOR COIN-OPERATED
ESTABLISHMENTS WITH DRY CI.EAHXNG CAPACITY ($1989)

Number of
Establishments•

Percent

Total
Annual
Receipt.sh
1$000/yr)

Percent

Average Annual
Receipts Per
Establishmentc
($/yr)

0-25

523

17.19

9,248

3.61

17,683

25-50

1,451

47.70

58,706

22.93

40,459

50-75

475

15.61

12.43

67,021

75-100

169

5.49

31,835
15,669

6.12

>100

426

14.00

140,571

54.90

93,829
329,978

3,oud

100.00

256,029

100.00

Total

aThe distril:>ution of establishments is based on the distribution of all coin
operated laundries with payroll (including those without dry cleaning
capacity) reported. in the 1987 Census of Service Industries (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1991b).
bAverage annual receipts multiplied by the number of establishments.
C::Sased on data reported. in the 1987 Census of Service Industries, Subject
Series (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1990) for coin-operated laundries with
payroll converted to $1989 using the CPI for Apparel and Upkeep.
dRadian 1991a.

Projected °1991 annual receipts to coin-operated laundries with dry
cleaning operations total $256 million.

However, only about 10 percent or

$25.6 million in receipts are directly from dry cleaning activities in the
coin-operated sector.
year.

Dry cleaning output for this sector totals 4,298 Mg per

output is computed based on an average price of $6.34 per kilogram of

clothes cleaned at plant-operated facilities and $1.65 per kilogram. for self
.service facilities.

Table 2-7 shows the total dry cleaning output and the

average output per establishment by income category for the coin-operated
sector.
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TABLE 2-7.

Annual
Receipts
($000/yr)

1991 DISTRIBUTION OF ORY CLBAHING OUTPO'T IN THE COIN-OPERATEI>
SECTOR

Number of
Establishments•

Total.
Annual
OUtputb
(Mg'/yr)

Percent

Percent

Average Annual
Output Per
Establisbmentl:I
(kg/yr)

0-25

523

17 .19

179

4.01

343

25-50

1,451

47.70

1,138

25.47

784

50-75

475

616

13.79

1,297

75-100
>100

169

15.61
5;49

317

7.10

1,878

426

14.00

2,217

49,62

5,205

3, o,uc

100.00

4,468

100.00

Total

aThe distril::>ution of establ.ishments is based on the distribution of all coin
operated laundries with payroll (including those without dry cleaning
capacity) reported in the 1987 census of service industries (U.S. Department
of Commerce, 1991b).
baeceipts from Tabl.e 2-6 multiplied by the share of receipts from dry cleaning
activities (101) divided by the 1989 base price. Base price for coin
operated (self-service) is $1.65 per kg. Base price for coin-operated
(plant-operated) is $6.34 per kg. See Tabl.e 2-13 for the share··ot· plant
operated and sel.f-service establishments in each receipts category.
~dian 1991a.

Price information is unavailable for the coin-operated sector.

eased on

conversations with industry officials, plant-operated facilities probably
charge the same price as comaercial facilities or $6.34 per kilogram (Torp,
1990).

A survey of two coin-operated facilities with self-service machines

indicated that they both charge $6.00 to run one cycle in a 3.6 kilogram
capacity machine.

Presumably, these facilities are representative of the

sector aJl(i $6.00 is the average price to use a 3.6 kilogram self-service coin
operated machine.

Thus, the average price to clean one kilogram of clothing

is calculated to be $1.65.
2.1.3

Indu~trial Sector
The industrial sector supplies items such as laundered unifonns, wiping

towels, fl.oar mats, and work gloves to industrial or commercial users.
Industrial. laundries provide services for a diverse group of industrial and
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commercial users includi;ng auto service and repair shops, food processing
plants, manufacturing concerns, construction fiDLB, hotels, restaurants,
security fi.cna, bank.a, and real estate companies.

The commercial or

industrial user usually rents the items from the industrial launderer who
provides pick-up, laundry, and delivery services for the consumer on a regular
basis (Coor and Grady, 1991).
Service agreements between the industrial launderers and their cust0111ers
to provide clean unifo:ans generally specify the number of changes per employee
and a schedule for delivery of the rented items.

For example, the typical

agreement for unifo.cn rental specifies that the industrial launderer Provide
11 changes of clothing per employee per week including 5 clean suits left with
the customer, 5 dirty suits taken baek to the laundry, and 1 transition suit
(the garment worn by the employee of the customer fizm at the time of
delivery).

Items are generally delivered and collected at the same time each

week (Coor and Grady, 1991).
According to Census data 1,379 industrial laundry facilities with
payroll were operating in 1987.

Over 90 percent of the"se" establishments

receive annual receipts over $100 thousand (U.S. Pepartment of Commerce,
1990b).
dry

For this analysis, it is assumed that all industrial launderers with

cleaning capacity have annual receipts of over $100 thousand.

Approximately 325 industrial launderers have dry cleaning capacity.

Of these

about 40 percent (or 130) use PCS and 60 percent (or 195) use petroleum
(Sluizer, 1990).
Annual receipts for industrial facilities with dry cleaning capacity
total approximately $977 million.

on average, about 35 percent of the

receipts at facilities with dry cleaning capacity are from dry cleaning
· activities with the balance from water washing or other activities.

Using an

average price of $2.00 per kilogram of clothes cieaned, the estimated total
dry cleaning output from comnercial facilities is 170,901 Mg per year.
Price data are unavailable for the industrial sector.

Therefore, a

small survey was conducted to dete:mine the average price charged to provide
one clean unifo.cn weighing approximately one kilogram.
$1. 75 to $2.25 per change.

Prices ranged from

A representative from an industry trade
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association confixmed that these prices are representative of the prices
charged in the industry (Sluizer, 1990).

The midpoint of tbe range ($2.00) is

assumed to be tbe average base price for the industry.
\ 2.2

PRODUCTION HISTORY AND 'l'REHDS
Although dry cle•ning technology bas existed. for many years, the

industry did not experience widesp:raad expansion until the 1960's.

A deep

recession in the early 1970 1 s eliminated part of the industry, but the late
1970's and early 1980's saw a resurgence of dry cleaners (Fischer, 1987).
During the 1950'a, petroleum was the principle solvent in dry cleaning
plants.

The 1960'a brought a shift toward chlorinated solvents (e.g., PCE, F-

113) that has continued to the present.

Tbe main reason for the shift was the·

widespread implementation of fire codes during this period.

In addition, an

existing new source per£omance standard (NSPS) for petroleum-based. dry
cleaning restricts the use of this solvent in new facilities. ·eecause none of
the chlorinated solvents exhibit the flammable properties of petroleum, the
large number of plants built in shopping malls and ,suburban areas since the
1960 1 s has been based on chlorinated-solvent technology (ICF, 1986).
Currently, a vast majority of al.l dry cleaners use PCE.

However, demand

for PCE by the dry cleaning industry has been declining and is expected to
continue to decrease slowly due to greater recycling and lower solvent
emissions from equipment tChemicml Mn;;keting: Reporter- 1986).

The economic

incentiff for self-imposed emission reductions and solvent·recycling bas
persuaded several plants to install control devices and/or switch to more
efficient machines voluntarily.
No direct measurement of the quantity of clothes dry cleaned per year is
available for the dry cleaning industry.

However, an estimate of aggregate

output can be derived through the qgotient of total receipts for dry cleaning
activities and an average price per kilogram of clothes cleaned.

Historical

information on average base prices and total receipts is available only for
tbe commercial sector; statistics compiled for the industrial and coin
operated sectors do not distinguish between those facilities that dry clean
and those that launder with water.

The base price in the commercial sector is
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the price charged to clean a standard two-piece men's suit weighing one
kil.ogram.

As seen in Table 2-8, the average base price and total annual

receipts measured in 1989 dollars increased by over 50 percent from 1974 to
1988.

Total output for the sector measured in kilograms of dry cleaned

clothing declined from the mid 1970 1 s to the early 1980's.

From 1981 to 1988,

dry cleaning output increased by approzimately one third.
Table 2-9 presents annual growth rates for each sector of the dry
cleaning industry.

These estimates are based on machinery sales and are

therefore broken down by machine type as we.ll as sector.

Other factors

considered include machine life, current and historical sales data, and
replacement rate of the machinery.

Predictions indicate that the commercial

sector will be the only sector to experience positive growth, at just over 2
percent per year.

Both the industrial and coin-operated sectors are estimated

to show negative annual growth rates of approximately 5 percent and 7 percent,
respectively.

These growth rates do not predict overall growth in output for

the coin-operated and industrial sectors, because dry cleaning activities
account for only a small portion of total output in these sectors.
Several factors have contributed to the trend away from coin-operated
dry cleaning.

Because of environmental regulations, consumers are

increasingly aware of the hazards of operating coin-operated machinery and
handling the cleaning solvents.

The decline is .also due in part to more

expensive dry cleaning equipment, questionab.le returns on dry cleaning
activities in this sector, and the necessity of ~iring an attendant.

These

factors combine to make coin-operated dry cleaning operations unprofitable
(Torp, 1990).
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TABLE 2-8.

Year

ANNUAL RECEIPTS, AVERAGB BASE PRICE, AND TOTAL OUffU'l' FOR
COMMERCIAL DRY CLEANERS ($1989) a

Total
Annual Receipts
($10 6/yr)•

Average
Base Pri.ce

2,692
2,630
2,623
2,675
2,825
2,878
2,975
2,941
3,517
3,638
3,694
3,764
4,390
4,"287

4.02
4.42
4.46
4.36

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

($/kg)"

4.87

4.90
5.32
5.63
5.72
5.87
5.98
6.13
6.14
6.05
6.08

4,265

Total Dry
Cleaning Output
(10 6 kg/yr)b
570
506
499
521
493
499
475
444

522
527
525
522
608
603
596

•Includes receipts for facilities with payroll only. All dollar figures
converted to 1989 dollars through the Consumer ~rice Index for Apparel and
Upkeep.
borotal sales multiplied by share of receipts from dry cleaning activities
(851:) divided by average base price per kq.
Source:

Faig, 1990.

TABLE 2-9.

ANNUAL GROWTH RATES BY MACHINE 'l'YPE AND SEC'l'OR (1986-1989)

Machine type
Sector
Comaercial

Dry-to-dry
9\

'l'ransfer

Total

-7'

2\

CoinOperated

-7'

N/A..

-7\

Industrial

-3%

-5%

-5%

Note: Growth rates are estimates based on Section 114 info:aaation. Considered
in these estimates were machine life, current sales data, replacement rate,
and 5- and 10-year sal.es data. Total annual growth rate is weighted
according to the machine popul.ations in each sector.
Source:

Radian,199la.
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The negative growth rate in industrial dry cleaning reflects increased
costs of dry cleaning due to state regulations as well as the advent of
polyester/cotton and polyester/wool blends that made water washable fabrics
feasible even for dre•s clothes.

In the 198O's, industrial cleaning plants

have moved away from dry cleaning their output and toward laundering with new
detergent formulations.

Between 1980 and 1985, the number of industrial

facilities that dry cleaned clothing dropped by approximately 50 percent (ICF,
1986).

Virtually all the garments currently processed by industrial

launderers are water washable.

However, some industrial launderers continue

to dry clean at least a portion of their water washable gannents because dry
cleaning increases the life of the gaJ:ment and enhances the garment's
appearance (Coor and Grady, 1991).

An estimated 92 percent of the garments

cleaned by industrial facilities are laundered in water and detergent, and
this percentage is expected to continue to increase (Sluizer, 1990).
2.3

PRODUCTION PROCESSES
Dry cleaning services generally include cleaning, pressing, and

finishing articles of clothing and other related products.

In all three

sectors, the dry cleaning process is almost identical to laundering in water
except that a solvent, such as PCE, is used in place of water and detergent.
The coin-operated sector is the only one that does not regularly provide
pressing and finishing services.

The processes, machinery, and controls in

each sector of the dry cleaning industry are detailed in this section.
2.3.1

Ma.shine Types

Two types of machines are c0111110nly used in the dry cleaning i~dustry:
dry-to-dry and transfer.

Dry-to-dry machines combine washing and drying in

one ma.chine and, therefore, do not have a separate machine for drying.
Transfer machines, like the traditional laundry ma.chines for water washing,
consist of separate machines for washing and drying.
Most dry cleaning plants have one or more attachments to their dry
cleaning machine.
controls.

These include solvent filters, distillers, and vent

Figure 2-1 shows the typical configuration of a dry cleaning
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tolw= ill Ai:

washer

Solvent Storage

Figu:re 2-1. Typical configuration of a l)ry Cleaning- Machine and the Various
Attachments
Source:

Safety-lUeen., 1986.

machine and the various attachments.

Sol.vent filters remove impurities from

the solvent and return the •clean• solvent to the solvent tank.

Stills remove

any impurities left in the solvent after it is filtered as well as water and
detergent mixed with the solvent in the washing process through a distillation
process.

Virtually all dry cl.eaning facilities have solvent filtration

systems and about 80 percent use stil.ls.

These devices extend the life of the

solvent and reduce the amount of solvent that must be purchased (Safety-Kleen,
1986).

Approximately 60 percent of all PCB d.ry cleaning machines have vent
control devices (Radian, 1991c).

Vent controls are attached to the dryer and

remove :vaporized sol.vent from the dryer emissions.
available in two basic types:
condensora (RC' s) •
carbon filter.

vent control devices are

carbon adaorbera (CA's) and refrigerated

With the use of a

CA,,

PCB emissions are trapped in a

The filter then undergoes a condensation process that
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eliminates the hazardous emissions.

A typical CA lasts about 15 years and

reduces emissions by about 95 percent when operated properly.

The second type

of control device, the RC, uses a refrigerated. coil to cool PCE vapors.
cooling process results in condensation of PCE emissions.
a RC is about 7 years.

This

The average life of

The emission reduction achieved by RC' s differs

depending on the type of dry cleaning machine used.

Refrigerated condensers

reduce vent emissions by 85 percent on transfer machines aiid by about 95
percent on d.J:y-to-d.ry machines.
Over 90 percent of new d.ry-to.:.dry machines built for the commercial and
industrial sectors have built-in RC's 'Federal Beg:istet:, 1989).

Add-on

control devices may be purchased and attached to machines that are not
equipped with vent controls from the manufacturer.

A facility's selection of

control devices is constrained by the capacity of its dry cleaning machine.
Add-on RC's are nOt available for the very small machines built for the coin
operated sector or for the large machines built for the industrial sector.
Both types of add-on devices are available to retrofit virtually all machines
built for the connercial sector.

Owners and operators of dry cleaning facilities purchase add-on vent
controls and attach them to their dryer for a variety of reasons.

Some states

require dry cleaners to control their emissions using a vent control device.
Environmentally conscious owners may install vent controls even in the absence
of state regulations.

Depending on the price paid for solvent and the amount

of solvent saved, some owners may realize a cost savings from reduced solvent
conswaption with a vent control.

2.3.2

Solmnt3
Four solvents are currently in use in the dry cleaning industry:

PCE,

fluorocarbon 113 (F-113), petroleum, a.Jld 1,1,1-trichloroethane (1,1,1-TCA).
Of these four, PCE is usually considered the most efficient cleaner.

Five

main factors determine the suitability of a solvent for dry cleaning, each
with a range of acceptable values, as opposed to an absolute standard (Busler,
1980) :
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• The solvent must be able to diasol.ve fats and oil.a without damaging

the most comnon fibers and dyes.
• The solvent should not leave an unpleasant odor in garments after
cl<ying.

• Chemical atabil.ity is important to prevent damage to the metals used
in dry cleaning machinery.
• A cart•in level. of volatility is•desirable to permit rapid_drying and
economical reclamation tb.:r:ough distil.lation.
• The solvent shoul.d be compatibl.e with common detergents used in the

process.
The

importance of PCE to the dry cl.eaning process depends on the ease with

which it can be replaced

~

another comparable solvent.

The potential for

solvent substitution shoul.d be eval~ated against the criteria established for
the factors listed above,
F-113, petroleum,_ and 1,1,1-TCA can all. theoretically be substituted for
PCE in the dry cl.eaning process.

However, none of these solvents will perfo::m

with the same degree of efficiency as PCE.

Thus, an owner of a dry cleaning

plant will need to ponder various considera~ions associated with solvent
substitution.

These factors include solvent prices, cleaning properties,

capital costs, and operating costs.

An additional factor in the substitution

decision is the ease with which machinery designated for use with one solvent
can be converted to accept other solvents.
Although all three alternative solvents are used in some dry cleaning
plants, none are currently considered feasible for.widespread substitution for
PCE.

F-113 most closely matches the cleaning abil.ities of PCE but is

unsuitable for certain gaJ:m8ntS and stains.

In addition, the possibility of

regulations concerning ozone deple~ion may l ~ t any imnediate substitution.
Finally, the unit price of F-113 is considerably higher than the unit price of
PCE.

Fire codes will probably prevent any substantial shift to petroleum, the

second solvent.

The :remaining solvent, 1,1,1-TCA, has yet to attract much

interest in this country.

Its cleaning abilities are questionable l:>ecause of

high solvent aggressiveness and instability.

In addition, usage costs are

approximately ten times higher than for PCE (Fisher, 1990a) even though
trichloroethane users can achieve energy savings of S to 10 percent {Fisher,
1987).
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Technically, one other substitute for PCE is available.

Industrial dry

cleaners can switch to laundering garments with water and detergent for moat
items.

The commercial and coin-operated sectors do not have this flexibility

because the customer owns the item to be cleaned and, therefore, specifies the
cleaning method.
Approzimately 28,000 of the 34,000 dry cleaning plant~ in the united
states use PCE as a cleaning solvent (sea Table 2-1).

Moat of the remaining

plants use a petroleum-based solvent, and a small percentage use either F-113
or 1, 1, 1-TCA.

Approximately 85 percent of total dry cleaning output from

commercial facilities is processed using PCE.

Virtually all coin-operated

facilities with dry cleaning capacity use PCB. Solvent use in the industrial
sector is divided between PCE (40 percent) and petroleum (60 percent)
(Sluizer, 1990).
Fiqure 2-2 shows the percentage of total PCB consumed. by each sector.
The commercial sector accounts for approzima~ely 94.3 percent of total PCE
consumption by the dry cleaning industry.

The industrial sector and the coin

operated sector account for 4.6 percent and 1.1 percent of consumption,
reapectively.

Ccmmercia1 Sector

Coin-operated Sector

(94.31)

(1.11)

Industrial Sector
(t. 61)

Figure 2-2. PCE consumption by Sector for 1991
Source: Radian, 1990b.
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2.3.3

ProrlncHon Proceutus
The flow of production is basically identical in coin-operated (plant

operated) and commercial facilities.

The production process begins when the

dry cleaning plant receives the soiled gazment from the consumer.

After a

garment enters the plant,a minimum of 10 steps of production are required to
produce a clean ga:cment ready for delivery.

These steps

0£ production are

described below:
• TIIZQ:ing--Tagging typically involves attaching a. tag to the ga:cment
with a unique identification number for each customer. A record is
made of the cu8tomer's name, the corresponding tag number, any
8pecial instructions, and the promi8ed delivery date.
• Jnitial Cl1ssifxing--Garment8 are 8eparated into three ba8ic
categories at this stage of-production: ga%'Dlents that require dry
cleaning but no pre-8potting, ga:ment8 that require laundering but no
pre-spotting, and gaments that require pra-8potting.
• Agplyinq SpottiDs Chemic11ts--Ga.aaent8 stained with ink, paint, food,
or other substance8 are treated with solvents and other compound8
before they are laundered or dry cleaned.
• Further Chnaifxiog:--Garntents are further classi~ied by the type of
fabric and the color of fabric. This 8tep is required because
garment8 with different fabric type8 and colors require different
treatment and can be damaged if they are processed with gaxments of
dissimilar fabric type or color.
• Washioq--In dry cleaning operations, ga:cmants are wa8hed in a solvent
mixture comprised of 8olvent, water, and detergent. The c6rrect
combination of solvent; water, and detergent and the correct washing
temperature are vital to the successful removal of soil without
damaging the ga:cment. The washing step end8 with extraction of the
excess solvent mixture.
• Drxing--After gaxments are washed and the exce88 moi8ture removed,
they are dried u8ing heated air. Garments may be transferred to a
separate machine for drying (transfer ma.chines) or dried in the 8ame
machine (dry-to-dry machines) u8ed to wash the garments depending on
the machine technology employed by the facility.

•

• Pressing and Finishing:--Clean, dry garment8 are pressed and fini8hed.
Finishing includes replacing damaged or mi8sing buttons, special
pressing (e.g., pleated skirt8), and any other 8pecial handling that
may be required.
• Hangingw--Gan'lents are placed on hangers in thi8 step of the
production proces8.
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• Assemhling--After they are placed on hangers, garments are sorted and
assembled by consumer identification number on the tag attached to
the gazment and by promised delivery date.
• Pnckaqing--Assembled ga:cments are packaged for delivery. Packaging
typically involves placing a plastic bag over the garments.
Garments are inspected periodically throughout the process described
above to dete:mine the success in removing soil,and the acceptability of the
ptessing and finishing steps.

Additional steps may be required for heavily

soiled gaJ:ments, oversized items, or delicate ga:cmants that require special
band.ling.

The production process ends with delivery of the cleaned, pressed,

packaged gazments to the consumer.
Production of clean clothes at coin-operated (self-service) facilities
involves the consumer as an active participant.

The facility provides the

equipment used in the washing and drying process and the individual provides
the labor inputs. required for the spotting, pressing, and finishing of the
garment.

The process of producing clean clothes is similar to that described

above for commercial and coin-operated (plant-operated) facilities excluding
the tagging, assembling, and packaging steps.
Unlike customers in the commercial or coin-operated sector, customers of
industrial cleaners do not deliver the soiled items to the cleaning facility.
Rather, the industrial cleaner collects the soiled items from the commercial
or industrial user on a regular basis at no additional charge to the user.
The production process begins when the soiled garment enters the
industrial plant.

The steps of production are similar to those described

above for commercial and coin-operated (plant-operated) facilities.
differences do exist, however.

A few

Garments cleaned by industrial facilities

generally contain a permanent identification number that identifies not only
the company purchasing the dry cleaning service but also the individual that
actually wears the garment, the route number, and the day of the week
•

scheduled for delivery of the cleaned items.

T'19 process generally requires

less classifying beyond the initial classifying because gazments are more
homogeneous with regard to fabric type and color.

In addition, the process is

generally more mechanized and larger in scope than the process at a typical
commercial or coin-operated (plant-operated) facility.
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The production process

ands with the delivery of the cleaned item to the customer on the promised
delivery data .
2.4

COSTS OF PRODUCTION
Costs of production in the dry cleaning industry can be classified as

either fixed or variable costs.
level of production.

Fixed costs are incurred regardless of the

Two types of fixed costs exist:

those that occur only

once at the start-up of a business and those that regularly recur.

Variable

costs depend on the level of production at a plant and fall to zero if the
plant ceases operations entirely.

These three categories·of costs are

described below:
(1)

Fixed start-up costs: the costs associated with the decision to
open a dry cleaning plant;

(2)

Fixed recurring costs: the costs associated with the decision to
operate the dry cleaning plant, and

(3)

variable costs: the costs associated with the decision to operate
the dry cleaning plant at a given level of output.

The first category of costs includes most, if not a1·1, capital costs as well
as long-term materials contracts and capacity investments.
the capital costs of new dry-to-dry machines.

Table 2-10 shows

In addition, some

administrative fees and initial building overhead costs, such as remodeling or
down payment, are included in this category of costs.

These expenses are the

fixed costs that are_ incurred .regardless of the level of production or whether
the firm operates at all,

Total estimated start-up costs typically range from

$95 to $120 thousand (Faig, 1991).
Table 2-11 displays information on the second and third categories of
costs for conmercial dry cleaning facilities by output level.

on ave.rage,

total wages and salaries account for the largest portion of dry cleaning costs
followed by rent/building ove:head expenses or total supply cost.

The

majority of costs incurred by a dry cleaning plant are variable such as
solvent, labor, and energy costs.

Table 2-12 provides unit price information

for the majo: inputs that contribute to the variable costS of operating a dry
cleaning facility.
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TABLE 2-10.

CAPITAL COSTS OF. DW DRY-TO-DRY MACHINES ($1989)

Machine capacity (kg/load)

Source:

capital Cost

11.3

26,046

13.6

27,820

15.9

29,594

20.,

42,171

22.7

44,040

27.2

47,040

45.4

65,255

63.5

104,000

113.4

157,000

($)

Radian, 1990a.

Dry cleaning plants have relatively small capital equipment costs,
although these vary between tbe sectors.

In addition, the buildings used by

many plants are rented or easily transferable to other uses.

As

a result, the

relatively high variable coat to fixed cost ratio at moat dry cleaning
facilities promotes a dynamic industry structure in which the less efficient
plants quickly terminate operations if losses become excessive.
The decision to open a new plant must be evaluated based on the costs
included in all three categories above.

However, for eziating facilities,

costs in category 1 are sunk and do not affect the owner's decision to
continue operating.

Production cost for existing and new facilities are

discw,sed below.
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TABLE 2-11.

AVERAGE ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS FOR COMMERCIAL DRY CLEANING
PI.ANTS

Annual output (kq/yr) •

2,378

5,436

a, 985

Wages and SalariesO

3,542

8,078

13,383

18,736

81,727

Rent or Building Overhead

1,316

3,002

4,973

6,962

20,955

Depreciation

1,272

2,901

4,805

6,728

11,922

Interest and Banlt Charges

779

1,776

2,942

4,119

3,163

Insurance

576

1,315

2,178

3,049

7,786

Wages and Salaries

3,024

6,898

11,428

16,000

58,722

Total Supply Cost

1,541

3,515

5,824

8,154

23,175

outside Work

1, 437·

3,277

5,429

7,600

15,876

Payroll taxes

541

1,234

2,044

2,862

12,470

Advartisinq

435

991

1,642

2,299

10,949

Utility-Fuel

360

B2I

1,361

1,905

6,661

Repairs and Maintenance

312

712

1,180

1,651

6,813

utility-Electricity

26B

611

1,012

1,417

8,394

Office Ezpense

259

591

979

1,370

3,498

Administrative Expense

241

550

911

1,276

4,015

Utility-Water and Sewage

117

267

442

619

3,224

92

210

340

48B

1,247

908

2,071

3,431

4,804

10,707

17,019

38,820

64,313

90,038

291,392

Cost Category

12,580

40,775

Fixed Recurring Costs·

Varial:>le Costs

Claims

Miscellaneous
Total Costa

•Based on the average annual receipts for five income categories reported in
Table 2-2.

bincludes owner I s wages .
Source:

International Fabriqare Institute, 1989; Fisher, 1990b.
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TABLE 2-12.

AVERAGE INPUT PRICES FOR PCE DRY CLEANING FACILITIES ($1989)

Price

Input
Material

Perchloroethylene •.•••••••••••••••••• $0.683/kg
Energy

Electricity ••••••.••..••••.••••••••• $!). 0710/kWh
steam•••..•..•••••••••••••••••••••• $6.13/1000 l.b
Labor

Operating labor .•••.•••.•••••••••••••• $5.94/hr
Maintenance labor •.•••••••••••••••••• $6.53/hr
Source:

2.4.1

Radian,1990d.

caata at Production for Exiatins Facilities
The short-run supply curve of an existing dry cleaning facility is the

portion of its marginal cost curve that lies above the minimum point of its
average variable cost curve.

In other worda, facilities will continue to

supply dry cleaning services in the short run as long as they can cover their
variable costs of production.

The market supply curve is the horizontal

aggregation of the supply curves for all facilities in the market.

This

aggregation is characterized in the step supply function (see Figure 2-3)
where the producer with the highest marginal cost in the market sets the
market price of dry cleaning services.
Lower cost producers are able to cover some or all of their fixed costs
because the market price is above their average variable cost.

Differences in

the production costs across producers are attributed to differences in
management practices as well as differences in the productivity of capital
equipment.

Assuming that the productivity of dry cleanini equipment has been

increasing over time, owners of new equipment would tend to have lower
marginal costs than owners of older equipment, cetena paribua.
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($/kg)

Market
Price

--------------------------~----~,

Market
Quantity

(kg/yr)

Figure 2-3. Market Supply Curve for Existing Facilities

An increase in the price of a variable input changes the facility's

average variable cost and its marginal cost.

Changes in the marginal cost of

producing dry cleaning services would cause a shift in the supply of dry
cleaning services resulting in price and output adjustments at least in the
short run.

2.4.2 Canta af Production for Naw Facilitien
An

entrepreneur contemplating construction of a new dry cleaning

facility won't invest unless he/she anticipates covering total costs.

By

definition, total cost for a new facility includes fixed start-up costs

including a no:cmal return, fix.ad recurring costs, and variable costs.

If the

average total cost of opening a new dry cleaning plant is above the market
price, no new entry will occur •. Conversely, if the avera~ total cost is
below the market price, new entry will occur (see Figure 2-4).
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Therefore, any

($/kg)

a

Facility
Costs

Market •

ATC

----

· -------------------------·~----

Price

AVC

Market

Quantity

(kg/yr)

Figure 2-4. New Facility Costs Compared. to Market Supply Curve for
Existing Facilities

increase in the marginal costs of existing producers not affecting new
suppliers would have the effect of encouraging new entry into the market.

The

entry of a new facility into the market displaces the marginal existing

supplier.

As the marginal suppliers are displaced in the market, price falls.

This process continues until price equals the average total cost of building a
new facility.

Long-run price and output equilibrium., therefore, depends on

the average total cost of building a new facility.

Once a new facility is

constructed, the fixed costs become sunk costs and only the variable costs are
relevant to the decision to continue operating the facility.

The facility

continues to supply dry cl.eaning services as long as price exceeds average
variable cost.
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2. 5

MODBL FACILITY PROFILE

The abundance of dry cleaning eatablisbmants precludes an approach that
investigates the impacts of candidate regulatory alternatives on a facility
specific level..

Ignoring the resource costs of collecting data :fo~ such a

l.arge sampl.e, computational time &lone diminishes the feasibility of a
:facility-specific approach.

Consequently, a model. plant approach is used in

which fifteen model plants represent the characteristics of average PCB
facil.ities in each sector.

Tabl.e 2-13 prese~ts operating paranaters of the

model plants by industry sect~r, machine size, and process.

In addition, the

distribution of PCE facilities represented by each model plant is reported for
five output level.a.

These output levels correspond to ranges of annual

receipts shown in Tabl.e 2-13.
'lhe

model plants were chosen to represent the variability in machine

size and technology that is p~sent among existing facilities in the industry.
The coin-operated sector has basically only one machine siz:e and design.
However, two model facilities in this sector are differentiated by the base
price charged for dry cleaning services and the type of service supplied
(self-service or coin-operated).

Ten model plants for the commercial sector

and three model plants were selected for the industrial sector.

Most of the

contemporary dry cleaning facilities are purchasing dry-to-dry machines to
save on solvent costs, to comply with a recently promulgated worker-exposure
regulation, and to reduce the.environmental impact of PCE emissions.
Neverthe.less, some facil·ities continue to operate with transfer lnacbines, and
that portion of the industry is represented through appropriate model plants.
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TABLE 2-13.

MODEL PLANT DESCRIPTION AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF PCE FACILITIES BY INDUSTRY SECTOR AND INCOME LEVEL

Industry
Sector and Model
Plant Number

Machine
Type

Total Number
Facilities
Machine Operating Per Model
Capacity Days Per
Plant
(kg/load}
Year
Category

Number Facilities in Each Model Plant Category
bi Income Level {$000/rr)
0-25

25-50

50-75

75-100

>lOOa

Coin-Operated
1 (self-service}

dry-to-

3.6

312

213

42

117

38

16

0

3.6

250

2,831

481

1,334

437

153

426

3,044

523

1,451

475

169

426

dry

2 {plantoperated)

dry-todry

!'otal
Commercial

..
I

3

dry-todry

11.3

250

2,639

1,355

527

430

155

128

4

dry-todry

13.6

250

1,766

901

440

274

0

76

5

dry-todry

15.9

250

9,761

1,838

1,336

888

532

2,584

6

transfer

15.9

250

7,665

2,748

1,403

628

603

1,142

7

dry-to-

20.4

250

2,753

0

353

296

645

730

22.7

250

2,317

0

183

91

284

880

dry

8

dry-todry

9

transfer

22.7

250

1,918

0

28

25

219

823

10

dry-todry

27.2

250

91

0

0

0

57

34

11

dry-todry

45.4

250

1,605

0

0

0

137

1,468

12

transfer

45.4

250

726

0

0

0

0

726

24,941

6,822

4,270

2,632

2,632

Total

-

8,591
CONTINUED

TABLE 2-13. MODEL PLANT DESCRIPTION AND THE DISTRIBUTION or PCE FACILITIES BY INDUSTRY SECTOR AND INCOME LEVEL
(CONTINUED)

Industry
Sector and Hodel
Plant Humber

Machine
Type

Total Number
Facilities Nuaber Facilities in Each Model Plant Category
bf Income Level ($000/fr)
Machine Operating Per Hodel
Plant
capacity Daya Per
category
0-25
25-50
>lOOa
Year
50-75
15-100
(kg/loadl

Industrial
dry-to-

13

63.5

250

18

0

0

0

0

18

113.4

250

28

0

0

0

0

28

113.4

250

84

0

0

0

0

84

130

0

0

0

0

130

dry

14

dry-todry

15

transfer

Total

..

aFacilitiea in the co.aarcial sector with over $100 thousand -in annual incOlle may represent aore than one
machine. on average, there are 1.15 machines per facility iD. this category ·1n the coaaercial sector •

I

Source:

Radian 1991c1 Radian 1990c.

SBC'ZIOH 3

DEMAND FOR DRY CLBDING SBRVICBS

Two types of demand exist for dry cleaning services:

and industrial demand.

household demand

Household dernend is characteriaed by i.ndividual

consumers purchasing dry cleaning services provided. by comnercial and coin

operated facilities.

Indwltrial demand is characterized by fi.au purchasing

dry cleaning services to Clean employee uniforme in produetion and service

eatablisbmenta.

Typically, employers rent these unifo:z:ms from an industrial

cleaner who provides regular cleaning and delif l t ~ services.

The subsequent

sections discuss houaehold demand and industrial demand in detail.
3.1

HOUSEHOLD DEMAND
As consuming units, households demand clean,.presaed clothes.

Because

some gazmants require dry cleaning for proper care, households rely on dry
cleaning services provided by others to procure clean, pressed clothes.

Two

types of dry cleaning ser,ricea--commercial and coin-operated--are available to
households.

Commercial facilities and coin-operated (plant-operated) provide

a complete service:
consumer.
dry

garments are cleaned, press!ld,, and packaged for the

At self-service coin-operated facilities, consumers pay for using

cleaning machines, but they must clean and press their own clothes.

Despite some similarities in the influences of demand for these servic8s,
these two sectors have experienced different growth patterns.
The subsections below discuss different facets of household demand.

The

first two subsections explore consumption patterns and characteristics of the
consumers of dry cleaning services.

The next subsection discusses the theory

of household production-in the context of dry cleaned clothing.

How consumers

value their time and th&ir choice between coin-operated and commercial
facilities is presented. in the fourth subsection.

The final subsection

briefly ezamines consumer sensitivity to changes in the price of dry cleaning
services.
3. 1 .1

Conenv;at1 on and Trenda

Household consumption of coaaercial dry cleaning services can be
measured in terms of the total weight of clothes dry cleaned or in terms of
3-1

total expenditures on

dry

cleaning services.

Figure 3-1 shows that overall

consumption, measured by the total weight of clothing cleaned, increased by
more than 25 percent from 1980 to 1988.
demand

for

dry

However, on a per-household basis,

cleaning services increased only 11 parcen,t during this period.

Consumption per household reached its peak in 1986, when the average household
consumed. almost 7 kilograms per year.

Thia pattern is depicted in Figure 3-2 •

Table 3-1 shows household consumption in te:z:ms of expenditures. These
data are calculated from the commvr E,x:pftD-ditura SurnxH cu. s. Department of
Labor, 1991a). The survey compiles average annual household expenditures for
a broad category called •other Apparel Products and Services.• 1 This category
encompasses a wide range of goods and services, including material for making
clothes, shoe repair, clothing alterations and repairs, sewing supplies,
clothing rental, clothing storage, coin-operated laundry and dry cleaning,
commercial laundry and dry cleaning, watches and jewe1ry, and watch and
jewelry repair.
Expenditures on commercial laundry and dry cleaning services were
estimated in the following manner.

Detailed info:mation on the relative

weight of"each category item (listed above) used to compile the Conaumer Price
Index was available for the period' 1982-1984 (Manson and Butler, 1987}.

Bas8d

on those relative weights, expenditures on laundry and dry cleaning services
(excluding coin-operated}
years.

ma.de

up about 25 percent of the c~tegory for those

The expenditures for each category item listed above were available

for 1989.

Approximately 24 percent of the category expenditures were spent on

laundry and dry cleaning (excluding coin-operated) •

The expenditures reported

in Tal:>le 3-1 represent 25 percent of the •other Apparel Products and Services•
category. 2 Because the portion of the category attributed to laundry and dry

1The expenditures on apparel items come from the interview portion of
the Survey. Because the reported ezpenditures are l:>aeed on the consumer•s
memory, these data may not accurately reflect receipts at commercial dry
cleaning establishments.
2For the years 1980-1983, only data on urban consumers were available.
The expenditures estimated in Table 9-15 were adjusted to reflect all consumers
in the following manner. In 1989, urban consumers spent three times what rural
consumers did on commercial dry cleaning services; that relationship was
assumed to hold f'or the years 1980-1983. In addition, rural households were
· assumed to comprise 16 percent of all household.a, which is approximately the
portion that they comprised for the years 1984-1986. The reported estimates
are a weighted average of urban consumer spending and rural consumer spending.
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•computed by dividing total dry cleaning output {Table 2-8) by the total
number of households in the U.S. reported in Statistical Abstract of the
United States (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1991d); U.S. Department of
Comnerce, 1991.
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TABLE 3-1.

Year

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES ON COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
SERVICES 1980-1989 ($1989)

Average
Annual Hoilsehold
Expenditures
($/Household/Year)•

Increase

Ezpenditures
as a Share
o~ Income

(I)

(l)b

Total Annual
Household
Expenditures
($106/yr)C

Increase
(I)

0.15

5,022

-7.4

0.14

4,757

-5.3

55.96

-2.8

0.14

4,675

-1.7

1983

58.95

5.3

0.14

4,947

5.8

1984

62.95

6.8

0.14

5,377

8.7

1985

67.70

7.5

0.15

5,876

9.3

1986

66.75

-1.4

0.15

5,905

0.5

1987

68.49

2.6

0.15

6,129

3,8

1988

67.35

-1.7

0.14

6,132

0,1

1989

66.50

-1.3

0.14

6,173

0.7

1980

62.18

1981

57.58

1982

*Represents 25 percent of •ether Apparel Products and Services.n Original
data for 1980-1983 excluded rural consumers and were adjusted to include
rural consumers. Converted to 1989 dollars using all items CPI.
beased on before tax income. Income calculated by multiplying national
personal income by the number of households.
cAverage household expenditures multiplied by number of households.
Sources:
1980-1989 Consumer Expenditure Survey, U.S. (Department of Labor,
1991a); Economic Report of the President, 1990; Statistical Abstract of the
united States, (U.S. Department of Conmarce, 1990d); U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1991) .

cleaning expenditures remained fairly constant over time, the data
characterize commercial laundry and dry cleaning expenditures fairly well.
Approximately 85 percent of a typical consumer's commercial cleaning bill is
dry cleaning, as ·opposed to laundry (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1991).
Notice that, in 1980, households spent $62 a year on average; in 1989
that figure had increased to $67, an 8 percent increase.

Aggregating across

the United States yields total expenditures of more than $5.0 billion in 1980
and $6.2 billion in 1989.
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Two main factors affecting the growth of dry cleaning consumption are
textile and lifestyle trends.
easy-care fabrics.

During the 1970's, fashion trends demanded

Because these fabrics, normally synthetic or a synthetic

bland, do not necessarily require dry cleaning, consumption of dry cleaning
services decreased.

Returning to more natural fibers and synthetic materials

that require dry cleaning for proper care led to increased consumption in the
1980's (Fischer, 1987).
The demand for commercial dry cleaning services is also influenced by
general economic conditions as well as fashion trends.

Prevai1ing economic

conditions influence the purchase of more expensive garments, which often
require dry cleaning for proper care.

Another factor that increased household

demand for cleaning ZJervices is the. increase in the number of women in the
work force.

The impact on commercial cleaning comes from both the increa.sed

opportunity cost of a working woman's time and the increase in the number of
women working outside the home.

Table 3-2 shows the change in the number of

women in the work force and the median income for women for the period 19801989.

Consumption at coin-operated facilities i8 also strongly affected by
general economic conditions, though sometimes for different reasons than
coo,mercial dry cleaning consumption.

Historically, the cleaning volume at

coin-operated facilitie8 plants has fluctuated with the economy.
Data on coin-operated conswnption are sparse.

However, the Censu5 of

Services Indm1tz:ie5 does .publish receipts for coin-operated laundry and dry
cleaning facilities.

Caution must be exercised when applying these data to

the dry cleaning industry because the receipts include laundry receipts.

In

1982, coin-operated laundry and dry cleaning establishments (with payroll)
across the United States took in $1,501 million in constant (1989) dollar.s
compared to $1,821 million in 1987 (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1990c).
increase amounts to 21 percent.

This

Receipts also increased in per-capita terms.

Per-capita expenditures expressed in constant do1lars rose from $5.02 in 1982
to $6.83 in 1987.
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TABLE 3-2.

NUMBER AND MED:IAH INCOMB OF WOMDI' IN THE WORK !'ORCE 1980-1989
($1989)
Number of
Change

Hadian Inc~

(I)

($1989)

Year

lfomana
(000)

1980

42,117

1981

43,000

2.10

16,994

-2.57

1982

43,256

o. 60

17,558

3.32

1983

44,047

1.83

18,038

2.73

1984

45,915

4.24

18,406

2.04

1985

47,259

2.93

18,730

1.76

1986

48,706

3,06

19,057

1.75

1987

50,334

3.34

19,173

0.61

1988

51,696

2.71

19,439

1,39

1989

53,027

2.57

N/A

Change
(I)

17,443

•Includes working women over the age of 16.
boata includes women over the age of 15 with full-time employment. Converted
to 1989 dollars using the all items CPI.
Source:

3.1.2

Economic Report of the President, 1990.

Cbnracter1zntion of Con;surner;s
Although every individual probably owns at least a few garments that

require dry cleaning for proper care, individuals who use dry cleaning.
services on a regular basis have identifiable characteristics.

People's need

for dry cleaning services depends on the clothing they own and their
occupation, which may dictate their clothing choices.

White collar workers

are more likely to own cl.othing that requires dry cleaning for proper care.
Similarly, individuals in professional positions would utilize dry cleaning
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services more.

By extension, individuals with higher incomes would be

expected to use dry cleaning services more often.
Cao:nzmer Expenditure Survey data for 1989 support these contentions.
Tables 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5 present data for two types of expenditures:
(1) expenditures on·laundry and dry cleaning, excluding coin-operated and
{2) expenditures on coin-:_operated laundry and

dry

cle~ing.

These data are

compiled by income levels {see Table 3-3), occupation {see Table 3-4), and
location (see Table 3-5).

As indicated above, the expenditures for the

commercial sector are predominantly for dry cleaning services.

This

assumption does not necessarily hold for the coin-operated sector, where the
majority of the expenditures are for laundry expenses.

Caution must be

exercised when interpreting the coin-operated data.
As expected, expenditure~ on commercial dry cleaning increase with

income (see Table 3-3).

An individual earning more than $50,000 a year spends

more than foUr times on dry cleaning than an individual earning less than
$30,000.

These higher expenditures are induced by two factors.

the need to dry clean most professional career clothing.

The first is

The second is the

propensity for individuals with higher incomes to own luxury clothing (e.g.,
leather, suede), which requires dry cleaning for ~roper care.

Also, as shown

in Table 3-3, coin-operated expenditures decline with income, although laundry
expenditures cannot be separated from the dry cleaning expenditures.
Figure 3-3 depicts this switch from coin-operated expenditures to
commercial expenditures as income rises.

A point of further interest is that

expenditures on commercial cleaning are a relatively stable share of income
across all income levels.

This stability suggests that any one income class

woultt not be more affected if prices increase.
Table 3-4 shows expenditures on comnercial and coin-operated cleaning by
occupation classification.

Individuals whose occupations fall in the

manager/professional category spend almost 83 percent more than any other job
category on commercial cleaning services.

Individuals with technical, sales,

or clerical positions spend more than $75 a year on commercial cleaning, which
is 135 percent more than any of the remaining categories.
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TABLE 3-3 •

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES ON COMMERCIAL AND COIN-OPERATED DRY
CLEANING AND LAUNDRY SERVICES BY INCOME CATEGORY ($1989}

Commercial
Cleaning Services•
Income
catagoryl:I
($000/yr)

Average Ann_ual
Expenditure
($/Household/yr}

Coin-Operated
\Cl.eaning Servicesa

E:xpend.iture8
as a Share of
Inc......, C\l

Average Annual
Expenditure
($/Household/yr)

Expenditures
as a Share of
Inc......, (I)

5-10

17.40

0.23

45.90

0.61

10-15

18.57

0.15

42.14

0.34

15-20

30.57

0.18

41.92

0 .24

20-30

42.06

0.17

43. 76

0.18

30-40

62 .13

0.18

35.06

0.10

40-50

90.75

0 .20

23.95

0.05

over SO

175.93

0.22

15.81

0. 02

•Estimates of annual household expenditures are based only on those households
that purcha8e these services and do not take into account those households
that do not purcha8e each type of "cieaning service8. The8e estimates include
k>oth laundry and dry cleaning expenses. Expenditures at coimne.rcial
estak>lishments comprise mainly dry cleaning expenditures; only a small
portion of expenditures at coin-operated establishments constitute dry
cleaning expenditures.
·
beased on :before-tax income.
Source:

1980-1989 Consumer Expenditure Survey (U.S. Department of Labor,

1991a) •

Finally, household cleaning expenditures differ greatly depending on the
geographic location (see Table 3-5).

Urk>an consumers spend three times as

much on corrmercial cleaning than do their rural counterparts.

This difference

in expenditures probably reflects occupation choices.
The

Can,umer Egpenditnre Survey data reveal that the typical consumer of

commercial dry cleaning services is a manager or professional, earns more than
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TABLE 3-4,

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES ON COMMERCIAL AND COIN-OPERATED DRY
CLEANING AND LAUNDRY SERVICES BY OCCUPATION CATEGORY
Commercial
Cleaning Serviceaa

Occupation
Catego.cy
Manager/
Professional
Technical/
Sales/
Clerical
Service
Workers
construction/
Mechanics
Operators/
Labor

Average Annual
Expenditure
($/Household/yr)

Coin-operated
Cleaning Services•

Expenditures
as a Share,of
Incomab (I-)

Average Annual
Ezpenditure
($/Household/yr)

Expenditures
as a Share of
Incomeb (t)

138.28

0.28

27.14

0.06

75.68

0.23

46. 79

0.14

31.26

0.15

54.41

0 .27

32.25

0.10

37.61

0.12

31.05

0.11

43.24

0.15

aEstimates of annual household expenditures are based only on those households
that purchase these services and do not take into account those households
that do not purchase each type of cleaning.services. These estimates include
both laundry and dry cleaning expenses. Expenditures at commercial
establishments comprise mainly dry cleaning expenditures; only a small
portion of expenditures at Coin-operated establishments constitute dry
cleaning expenditures.
bsased on before-tax income.
Source: 1980-1989 Consumer Expenditure Survey (U.S. Department of Labor,
1991a) •

$20,000 a year, and lives in an urban area.

Making generalizations about the

coin-operated expenditure data is more difficult.

But conversations with

coin-operated industry experts provide a picture of the typical consumer of
coin-operated dry cleaning.

The typical patron is cost-conscious, probably in

the lower income brackets but may be in the lower middle class as well.

This

patron is more likely to live in a rural location where conmercial facilities
are not available (Torp, 1991).
3.1.3

The data do not refute this description.

Household Demand Function
Like any demand function, household demand for dry cleaning services is

derived from utility maximization.
directly from goods and services.

Utility comes from commodities, not
Households combine goods and services with

time as inputs into a process that generates commodities.
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Thus, time spent on

TABLE 3-5.

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES ON COMMERCIAL AND COIN-OPERATED DRY
CLEANING AND LAUNDRY SERVICES BY LOCATION CATEGORY

Commercial
Cleaning Services•
Location
Catego<r'

Urban
Rural

Average Annual
Expenditure
($/Household/yi)
72.9
23.5

Expenditures
as a Share of
Incomac Ill
0.22
0.10

Coin-Operated
Cleaning Services•
Average Annual
Expenditure8
Expenditure
a8 a Share of
($/Household/yr)
Incomec (%1
37.24
16.90

0.11
0.07

•Estimates of annual household expenditures are based only on those households
that purcba8e these services and do not take into account those hou8eholds
that do not purchase each type of cleaning services. These estimates include
both laundry and dry cleaning expenses. Expenditures at commercial
establishments comprise ma.inly dry cleaning expenditures; only a small
portion of expenditures at coin-ope.rated establishments constitute dry
cleaning expenditures.
bAn urban area is defined a8 an area within a Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA) or one with a population of more than 2,500 persons.
A rural area is an area out8ide of an SMSA and with a population of less than
2,500 persons
ceased on before-tax income.
Source:

1980-1989 Consumer Expenditure Survey (U.S. Department of Labor,
1991a).

nonwork activities is crucial to producing comnod.ities (Becker, 1965) ·.
Ccnmnod.ities form the basis of the household utility function.

That function

is maximized subject to a budget constraint and a time const~aint, both of
which limit the goods, services, and commodities available to the household.
When choosing the com1:>ina'tion of good8, services, and time that will be
used to produce any given commodity, the household makes its decision based on
the utility-maximizing option.

Households have the option of substituting

time for good8 or services in the event that such substitution yields more
utility.

For example, a meai could be provided by combining groceries and

time to produce a home-cooked meal or by eating out at a restaurant.
household makes these choices d.epend8 on its value of time.
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A household's production of clean, pressed clothing can be analyzed in
this framework.

If the ~a:ment requires dry cleaning, the household, in.

theory, has two choices·:

self-service dry cleaning (offered by .self-service,

coin-operated facilities) or employee-assisted dry cleaning {offered by
commercial or coin-operated [plant-operated] facilities).

In the balance of

thi.s section, employee-assisted dry cleaning will be referred to as commercial
dry

cleaning and self-service dry clea:riJ.n.g will be referred to as coin

operated.

In the coin-opera_ted production process, consumers pay for using

the machines but clean and press the clothing themselves.

In the commercial

cleaning process, consumers use their time to deliver and pick-up the garments
and pay for others to clean and press them.

Although the market price of the

coin-operated method is lower, it requires more of consumers• time.

Assuming

that consumer utility does not differ between clothes cleaned by household
production and clothes cleaned by a comnercial cleaner, the household's
decisio~ will depend on the opportunity cost of time.
A household production model similar to one developed by Gronau (1977)
is used to show how a howsehold makes the decision_ to use commercial or coin
operated dry cleaning.

The household seeks to maximize the amount of cleaned,

pressed clothes, commodity z, which is produced by combining dry cleaning
services, either commercial or coin-operated, (X) and consumption time (L).
Z • Z (X, L)

x includes both the value of market goods or commercially cleaned clothes

(3.11
(Xrn)

and the value of home goods or clean clothes produced by the consumer using
machinery and time (Xh}.
13. 2)

Home goods are produced by work at home:

H represents the number of hours per

day spent producing clean clothing ,t home.
(3. 3)
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Utility is maximized subject to two constraints.
constraint

where

The first is a budget

w is a wage rate, N is time spent on market work, and vis

other income.
(3. 4)

The second constraint is a t ~ constraint (T).
T - L + H+ H

(3. 5)

Equations (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are then combined and maximized
subject to equations (3.4) and (3.5).
G •

Z([X,,,

+

+

f(H)], L)

A.(NII

+

V

-X,,,) +

6(T -

L -

H -

(3. 6)

N)

z is mazimi~ed when the marginal rate of substitution between time and goods
is equal to the marginal product of home production and equal to the wage
rate:
(dZ/dL)

I (dZ/dX) • f • • W

(3. 7)

In addition, the wage will equal the opportunity cost of time (W*) and the
ratio of the marginal utilities of time and income.

w-w*-3/A-

(3. 8)

This model confirms earlier observations about the relationship between
income and dry cleaning expenditures.

Because the opportunity cost of time is

higher for those with higher incomes, commercial e%penditures should rise and
coin-operated expenditures should fall as income rises.
3.1.4

?he YAlus pf Time and the Full-Cost Hodel
The relationship betyeen the value of time and income or wages has been

well established in literature.
allocation is based on earnings.

Becker (1965) demonstrated that time
An increase in earnings results in a shift

away from time-intensive consumption to goods-intensive consumption,

A later

study by Kooreman and Kapteyn (1987) confix:med that the amount of household
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work performed bY a member is a function of wage rate.

In a study on queuing,

Deacon and Sonstelie (1985) estimated the value of time to be roughly
equivalent to the after-tax wage.
Data are not avai.lab.le to measure the value of time to an individual who
chooses to use coin-operated dry cleaning faci.lities compared to an individual
who uti.liz:es a c0tmn&rcia.l cleaner.

However, using the Corisnmei: Exnendit-ure

Survey data gives an estimation of the re.lationship between dry cleaning
expenditures and income.
Data at the household level were availal:>le and included expenditures on
commercial and coin-operated dry c.leaning, income, and other demographic
infonnation such as education, type of employment, family size, and an
urban/rural designation.

Two ordinary least squares {OLS) equations were

estimated--one for commercial dry cleaning ezpenditures and one for coin
operated dry cleaning expenditures.

The independent variables inc.luded iricome
and the dummy varial:>les for the remaining demographic data. 3 The coefficients
for income a_re very s~gnificant and have the expected signs in both models
(positive for commercial and negative ·£Or· coin-operated) •
demographic variab.les behave as expected.

Many of the other

Unfortunately, the equations do not

e::r:plain all of the influences on dry cleaning expenditures very well.

But the

equations do demonstrate the relationship between income and expenditures on
commercial cleaning.

The ·results are presented in Table 3-6.

Because income

plays such an influential role in consumers' choice of using commercial or
coin-operated dry cleaning facilities, consumers are likely to switch from
using a coin-operated facility to a commercial facility at a critical wage or
value of time.

Above a certain wage, consumers are likely to value their ti.me

enough to make the time-intensive coin-operated approach too costly when the
value of their time is included in the calculation.

A full-cost model for dry

cleaning was developed that identifies the critical wage at which the switch
from coin-operated to ful.l service occurs.

The full cost of a commodity is

the sum of the pr~ces of the goods and services consumed and of the time used
in producing these commodities •

Direct costs are the prices of the goods and

3The data set consists of four quarters of household data. Dummy
variables for the quarters were also included in the equation to account for
differences in the quarterly responses.
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TABLE 3-6.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS•
Dependent Variable

variables

Commercial
Expenditures

-2.55
(-2 .27)

C

Income-

0.0005
(41. 77)b

Education Dummy
(1 if college graduate)

ll.03
(l4.86)b

5.32

White Collar Dummy
(1 if manager or
professional)
Family Size
Urban

Dummy

3rd Quarter Dummy
4th Quarter Dummy

0.74
(6.0l)b

4.97

5.40
(9.22)b

-l.49
(-l.88)

{-1.11)

-2.21
(-2. 78)b

-0.78
l-l.55)

0.160

F Value

-2.25
(-4.75)b

-l.48
(-7.69)b

-2.05

R2

-0.0001
(-l3.49)b

2.26
(5.65)b

(-2. 61) b

Adjusted

4. 79
(6.67) 8

(8.50)b

(5.42)b
2nd Quarter Dummy

Coin-Operated
E.z:penditures

442.12b

-0.05

0 .28
10.56)

0.02
41. 45b

aRegression analysis performed using data from the 1989 Consumer Expenditure
Survey (U.S. Department of Labor, 1991a).
boenotes significance at the one percent level.

services, and indirect costs are the total value of time.
also be thought of as foregone income.

Indirect costs can

Both direct and indirect costs are

included in the full cost of the comnodity.
The full cost for dry cleaned clothing to the household, C, is defined
as follows:
C • p•q

+ t*d + s•r
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13. 9)

where
p

- the unit price of dry cleaning services (commercial or coinoperated),

q

- the quantity of dry cleaning,

t
d

- the cost per mile of transportation to a dry cl~aning facility,
- the distance in miles to a dry cleaning facility,

s

- the unit value or opportunity cost of time per hour, and

r

- the time in hours required. to drop off and pick up clothing (plus
the time required to clean and press clothing in a coin-operated
facility) •

This cost measures the cost of a single trip to a dry cleaner, which it will
vary with quantity because consumers can take one garment or many garments to
the cleaner in a single trip.

In addition, the cost for coin-op consumers

will vary with quantity not only in teJ:mS of the cost of using the facility
but also with respect to the opportunity cost of time, which will also
increase with quantity;
The critical wage is based on the full cost of dry cleaning at
commercial and coin-operated facilities.

The first component of the full cost

is the direct cost or the price charged by the dry cleaning facility.

This is

$6.34 per kilogram for Commercial facilities and $1.65 per kilogram for coin
operated facilities (see Section 2,for explanation).
The second component is the opportunity cost of the time an individual
must spend to operate the machine and press the garment.

That cost will vary

from individual to individual and will depend on that individual's wage rate.
one cycle in a 3.6 kilogram machine takes approximately 45 minutes to
complete, which converts to 0.20625 hours per kilogram.

Assuming an

individual takes approximately 30 minutes to press a man•s suit, total time
spent would be 0.70625 hours/kilogram.
Assuming that the distances to a comnarcial facility and a coin-operated
facility are the same eliminates any transportation costs frtml the calculation.
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The critical wage can then be calculated by solving the equation below
for x.
$1.65 + 0.70625x • $6.34

(3.10)

0.7062Sx • $4.69

·For individuals earning less than $6.64/hour, using the coin-operated facility
would be more cost-effective.

For individuals earning more than $6.64/hour',

using the comnercial facility would be more cost-effective.
The foregoing analysis is contingent on the relative price of coin
operated versus commercial dry cleariers.

If the proposed. regu~ation did not

affect the coin-operated sector but raised the price of commercial cleaning
services, then the critical wage at which consumers would switch from coin
operated to commercial would be higher.

This higher wage implies that more

consumers would utilize coin-operated facilities.
The individual's choice assumes that both types of facilities are
readily acce~sible, but this may not be the case for some smaller or rural
communities.

These locations may have only one cleaning facility, and the

value of time may be irrelevant.

Coin-operated facilities are not distributed

uniformly throughout the United States but tend to be concentrated in the
southeastern and mid-atlantic states.

Despite the concentration of

facilities, consumers in these areas, depending on the elasticity of demand
for dry cleaning, may choose not to dry clean.

The sensitivity to price of

dry cleaning is discussed below.

3.1.5

Sensitivity To Price
Consumers' sensitivity to the price of dry cleaning services depends on

other alternatives, which can vary from. garment to garment. Some fabrics
•
require dry cleaning for proper care, whereas others can also be cleaned with
detergent and water.

Specialty fabrics like leather, suede, and silk are

usually labeled ndry clean only.•

Consumers are often uncertain about which

fabrics can safely be laundered without being damaged.

Therefore, the

importance of dry cleaning services to consumers varies with the ease with
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which another cleaning process can .be substituted for dry cleaning and the
consumer's knowledge of the possibilities of substitution.
A few indirect substitutes are available to replace dry cleaning.

In

the long run, consumers could replace the stock of clothes requiring dry
cl~aning for proper care with water-washable gai:ments.

In the short run, they

could reduce the frequency of wearing dry-cleaned clothing or increase the
number of times a gannent is worn before it is cleaned.

The only direct

substitute available 'for dry cleaning is laundering with water and detergent,
but this method is not a perfect substitute.
The price elasticity of demand is one way of measuring consumers'
sensitivity to price changes.

Demand is said to be price elastic if an

increase tor decrease) in price causes a proportionately greater decrease (or
increase) in purchases.

Thus, elasticity of demand measures consumers'

responsiveness to price changes.

Section 4 presents price elasticity

estiJna,tes and results.
3.2

INDUSTRIAL DEMAND
Many industries provide uniforms for their employees typically renting

these unifoi:ms from an industrial launderer.

The industrial customer is

charged a price per-uniform change and receives clean, delivered uniforms on a
regular basis.

Unlike household.s, however, industrial customers are

indifferent to whether the uniforms are water washed or dry cleaned.

They pay

the same price regardless of how the gaxraent is cleaned.
Historically, changes in general economic conditions have affected
industrial cleaners less dramatically than coin-operated and commercial
sectors.

As industrial production and employment increase, so does the demand

for industrial uniform rentals, the main item leased and cleaned by the
industrial sector (Betchkal, 1987a).
3.2.1

Cgp3umptiAD and Treod3
Data are not available on the consumption of industrial dry cleaning

services.

The fact that customers are indifferent to the cleaning method and

pay the same price for unifo:cru, laundered in water and detergent as they do
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for uniforms cleaned in PCE probably ezplains the lack of infoi:mation.
Furthermore, dry cleaning is typically a very small part of an industrial
launderer's business.

Total industry receipts are available from the llJl1

censu:, pf Se:aice Industriea (U. s. Department of Commerce, 1990b) •

For the

years 1982 and 1987, receipts of industrial launderers totalled. $2,435 million
and $2,947 million in constant (1989) dollars.

This increase amounted. to over

21 percent.
3.2.2

Ch1rasterization of Demandera
Customers of industrial cleaners encompass many industries.

Industries_

that typically rent uniforms include auto dealerships and independent garages,
construction, hotels, restaurants, security fi~, food processing, and other
manufacturing industries.

Even traditionally white collar industries such as

banking or real estate may rent blazers for their employees.

Many types of

additional industries are likely to lease the other items offered by
industrial cleaners, such as mats, mops, towels, and cloths.

All of these

firms use these products as inputs in their production process.
3.2.3

Derived Demand.
Unlike the demand for commercial and coin-operated dry cleaning

services, the demand for industrial cleaning services is a derived demand.
Customers of industrial cleaning view clean unifo:cms as inputs into their
production processes, so demand for these inputs is said to be derived because
it depends on tbe demand for the final good.

Additional inputs are purcha.sed

in anticipation of increasing production of the final good.

As discussed in

Section 3.2.4, the elasticity of demand for an input is related to the
elasticity of demand for the final product.
In such a scenario, producers would maximize profits.

Presumably, the

full-cost model for industrial dry cleaning ser:vices would be as follows:
C•p*q+T

3,-2~
'

<'":"

,i>...

(3.11)

where
p • the unit price of dry cleaning services
q • the quantity of dry cleaning services
T • transaction costs associated with purchasing dry cleaning services.
Transportation costs do not play a role here because industrial launderers
deliver the unifo.ans and do not charge different prices based on distance.

3.2.4

Sensitivity ta Price
The elasticity of demand for industrial dry cleaning services is not

estimated for this analysis due to a lack of data.

However, a theoretical

model is developed that expresses the elasticity within a range of values.
This model is based on the concept of the elasticity of substitution for
inputs and the cost share of inputs.
The elasticity of substitution measures the ease with which a producer
can substitute between inputs, holding final output constant.

When

substitution is difficult (i.e., when changing the input mix does not improve
the efficiency of the inputs), the,elasticity of substitution will be less
than one.

In a fixed proportion production function, the elasticity of

substitution is zero because inputs must be used in a fixed ratio, and
altering that ratio would be inefficient.

The customers of industrial dry

cleaners encompass many types of final products, so generalizing about the
elasticity of substitution with r9spect to inputs of clean uniforms is
difficult.

However, clean unifozms will probably be used in fixed

proportions, or, at the very least, difficult to substitute.

The elasticity

of substitution with resp:,,ct to clean uniforms must fall between zero and one.
The second concept used in the model is the cost share of inputs.

The

cost share simply represents the cost of a specific input as a percentage of
the total cost.

The framework established by

Allen (1962) suggests a

theoretical estimation of the elasticity of demand for an input.

In the

following equation, the elasticity is expressed as a proportional change.
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E (Q 0 )

I

E (Pal·

- C40a/00 )
- -

(kb8

/

/4P 0 /P 0 )

(3.12)

+ k 0 4x)

where

a
b

-

inputs of clean unifo:cms

-

all other inputs

Ca

the quantity of clean unifo:cms

Pa

the price of clean unifo:z:ms

kb

-

the cost share of all other inputs

8- the elasticity of substitution between unifo:ans and other inputs
k8

•

Ax•

the cost share of clean unifo:cms
the elasticity of demand for the final product.

The cost share of all inputs other than clean unifonns is quite large,

and the cost share of clean unifo:cms is nearly zero. The .elasticity of
substitution is most likely zero. Whatever the value of kb, the first te~ in
the above equation is zero or a very small number.

k 8 will be nearly zero and

will limit the value of the second teni of the equation to nearly zero.

The

sum then is a small number, certainly less than one in absolute terms.

Thus,

the elasticity of demand for industrial dry cleaning services is somewhat
inelastic.
One additional point merits mention.

Empirical studies have shown that

the elasticity of demand for final goods is generally greater than demand for
intermediate goods (Martin, 1982) .

The elasticity estimation of the demand

for dry cleaning services for households and for industrial consumers is
consistent with that finding.
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SBC'?ION 4
MARKET STRUC'l'URE IN THE DRY CLEANING INDUSTRY

A cauaa.l flow occurs from demand and supply conditions to market

structure and from market structure to conduct of fi:ms (Sherer, 1980).

Economic theory provides a framework for analyzing tbe links between the
demand and supply conditions an industry faces, its market structure, and the
typical behavior of fi:ms in that industry.

This section examines market

structure in the dry c1eaning industry and deve.lops a:n approach for estimating

the impacts of an increase in the coat of supplying dry Cleaning services due
to regul.ation.

Certain aspects of market structure-including the existence

of barriers to entry, the number of sellers in a market area, and the
geographic distribution of consumers and producers--are particularly relevant

for determining the way consumers and suppliers would react to a change in the
costs of providing dry cleaning se:r,ricea.
Fundamental to the· analysis of market structure in the dry cleaning
industry is an understanding of the geographic scope of the market area.

To

facilitate this understanding, this section-begins with a brief description of
the facility location decision, which is detet:mined by the basic supply and
demand conditions outlined in previous sections.

The section then describes

market structure in the three sectors prior to developing the model markets.
4,1

FACILITY LOCATION DECISION

Dete%minants of facility location differ by industry sector.

In the

commercial and coin-operated sectors, dry cleaning markets are small in
geographic size.

Depending on the number of sellers in a particular place and

the population density, markets may cover an area as small as a few city
blocks.

In contrast, industrial facilities operate in geographi~ markets that

are much larger.

Factors such as the income distribution of the customer

base, traffic patterns, and number of competing fiJ:mS in an area contribute to
the location decision in each sector.

The dete:r:minants of the facility

location characteristic of each ~ndustry sector are discussed below.
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4.1.l CODIN:rsial nu

Clean ■ ra

The service provided by commercial dry cleaners is effective, fast, and
requires little effort by the customer.

These establishments sell a

convenience good that, like toothpaste and gasoline, does not. typically
justify comparison shopping because the benefit of price comparison does not
compensate for the cost of the search (Sherer, 1980; Steinhoff and Burgess,
1989).

An

important detezminant of the convenience of dry cleaning is the

prozimity of the facility to the customer's homa.
dry

The market that commercial

cleaners serve eztands over a local area although the geographic size wil.l

vary depending on population density.
The profit-maximizing dry cle~r evaluates multiple dimensions when·

choosing the location of a new facility (Steinhoff and Burgess, 1989).

Some

considerations are highly specific to the eommunity and, while they are
crucial to the firm's potential success, have little bearing on the economic
impact analysis because they do not provide insight into the responses to
regulation.

Among these di.mansions are the availabil.ity of parking, types of

surrounding firms, traffic density, and side of the street for the facility.
Other dimensions such as rent, availability of labor, the local business
climate, and the share of the population in professional or managerial
occupation categories are also important to the potential for success, but
again they are unlikely to be significant for the impact analysis.
The significant dimensions of the location decision for commercial dry
cleaning facilities are the size of the consumer base and the efficiency of
the existing firms.

An

increasing population in the area under consideration

may provide the basis for a new fi.z:m.

In

the absence of an expanding market,

the presence of inefficient fiJ:mS may instead provide the basis.

In either

case, the potential customer base must be at least larqe enough to generate
sufficient revenues to justify investment in the minimum size facility.
The minimum size facility implies a minimum population requirement,
which, because of limits on the size of dry cleaning equipment, may be several
thousand peopl.e (the population requirenmnt would increase as average income
decreases).

The technology of dry cleaning is "lumpy•:

dry cleaning machines

used by the commercial sector are available in about six sizes.
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The smallest

machine used in this sector has a capacity of 11.3 kilograms per load.

The

operation of a dry cleaning facility also requires labor for staffing the
front counter, preparing clothing for cleaning, operating the dry cleaning
machine, and processing the clean clothing for ret~rn to the customer.

In

reality, labor is also unavailable in an infinitely divisible quantity.
Facility size is therefore imperfectly variable.
A potential owner of a dry cleaning facility confronts a definite lower
limit on the revenue that is necessary for profitable operation.

In choosing

a location for a dry cleaning facility, the profit-maximizing potential owner
must consider the minim.um. customer base that this lower limit on revenue
implies.

Owners who misjudge their customer base, either because of

miscalculation or over-confidence in their ability to at.tract customers away
from an existing facility, may be unable to cover their fixed costs or even
their variable costs.
failure of the firm.

Inability to cover fixed costs can lead to financial
Inability to cover variable costs can lead to closure of

the facility.

4.1.2 Coin-cperated Pr,y Claanere
Many of the dete:cminants of the facility location decision that are
characteristic of the commercial sector are also characteristic of the coin
operated sector.

I_n particular, coin-operated laundries that offer plant

operated services provide a conveAience good that is virtually
indistinguishable from the service offered by the commercial s~ctor.

Like

commercial facilities, coin-operated facilities serve a local market area and
typically locate in places that 8re convenient to consumers,
One important difference does exist, however.

As discussed in

Section 2, dry cleaning services are offered as an auxiliary to the regular
laundry operations at coin-operated facilities.

Because dry cleaning activity

accounts for only about 10 percent of receipts at coin-operated facilities
with dry cleaning operations, the location decision is based on the
determinants relevant for locating a laundromat rather than for a dry cleaning
facility.

once the decision to locate the coin-operated laundry is made, the

owner must decide whether to provide dry c1eaning services in addition to the
regular laundry services.

Relevant factors in this secondary decision include
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the proximity of other dry cleaning facilities, tbe size of the costumer base,
and the income distribution of residents within the community.

4.1.3

Induntria1 Pry Cleanern
Industrial cleaners serve a much larger geographic area than do

commarci8.l or coin-operated cleaners.

For example, the operator of one

industrial facility indicated that his facility served industrial and
commercial users located as tar away as 100 miles (Coor and Grady, 1991).
Services provided

by

industrial cleaners are not considered convenience goods.

Consumers in this sector view the services provided by industrial cleaners as
an input into their production process.

Because the cleaner delivers the

cleaned items, consumers are generally more concerned with dependability of
service than with convenience.
The profit-maximizing industrial cleaner locates wbere coats of
production are minimized.

According to one facility operator, the ideal

location is a small town that is centrally located to several large cities
where tbe customer base is located (COor and Grady, 1991).

Small towns

typically do not have the traffic congestion characteristic of larger cities.
Traffic congestion ties up delivery vehicles, which increases the cost ot
delivery and may reduce customer satisfaction.

In addition, small towns tend

to have leas expansive land and building coats and labor costs.

Because

industrial launderers c~ean moat of the items they process in water and
deterge~t, a cheap, abundant water supply is also an important determinant of
location.
4,2

HARDT STRUC'l'ORE

Within each sector of the industry many localized geographical markets
exist where only neighboring fi:ms compete directly.

These su.bmarkets are

only loosely tied to a national mark.at, but economic decisions by individual
fi%DUS are jointly related to national trends.

The existing market structure

reflects fundarne~tal market forces that are likely to be an enduring feature
cf the dry cleaning industry.

The economic impact analysis uses the

differences in market structure and pricing practices of dry cleaning
facilities to predict the market responses to the candidate regulatory
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alternatives.

To simplify the anal.ysis, a model market approach is usM.,;-to

differentiate markets by
• tbe market sector,
• the number of suppliers in each market area, and
• the share of sµppliera potentially affected under each regulatqay
alternat·ive ~
An

important economic impact associated with promulgation of the

l'

candidate regulations is the total welfare loss (gain) attributable to ¥rket
adjustments in the dry c1eaning industry.

A neoc1assica1 supp1y/~ai

analysia is deve1oped for each sector and model market.

The economic !&acts

are analyzed. for each sector and modal market individually and the rasu,ks are
then aggregated to determine total welfare effects.

4.2.1 Market Strusture in tha Commarsial Sestor
Two basic market structures are prevalent in the commerc.ial sectq_r.

'l'he

first is a competitive. structure, which is found predominantly_ in urban:t,nd
suburban areas and characterized by the existence of many dry cleaning 0
facilities in each market area and no barrierri'o entry. Approx,i.mately-90
percent of the commercial facilities are in urban/suburban market areas•· The
second type of market structure is characterized by a single facility i, a
rural market area.

secause consumers are µnwilling to drive long dist&.¥=es to

purchase dry cleaning services, the owner of a sing.le facility in a renvtte
area does not behave as if in a perfectly competitive market.

Urhan/Suhurhan Market:,.

- ~-

Given the number o~ cormnercial facilitiee.in

.

urban and suburban areas and the size distr~iC?R:. of those facilities, 1 it is
assumed that a competitive market structure •~ist, for these facilitie~.

The

competitive model is based on the hypothesis~ no facility individua.l).y can
influence market equilibrium, but tbe behavioJ::iptm,.11 producers taken tlfqether
detenninea the pcsition of the market supply c ~ .

In addition, the cp,st of

producing the last unit of output, the marginal c~~f a1ong with marketgdemand
dete:tmines equilibrium price and output.

Furth•~~, at a stable equ-ia}ibrium

price, each individual facility can sell any le~Ji..iof output desiretj., ,"!.ith no
percept!ble effect on equilibrium values.
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Ae

a ~'1,llt, each facilitw "-'ces an

.implicit demand curve that is perfectly elastic (horizontal) at the current
market equilibrium price.
Initially, imposing controls on a facility will alter the costs of
producing the same level of output as before the control.

This production

cost change will induce a shift of that facility's supply·curve.

Because the

supply curve fok a well-defined market is the horizontal summation of
individual facility supply curves for all facilities participating-in that
market, the shift in the market supply curve can be determined from knowledge
of facility-specific shi:fts.

If the ragu.lation reisults in a production cost

change for the marginal supplier within the market area, a change in the
equilibrium price and output wil.l occur.
Precise estimates of the quantitative changes in price and output
require information on the position and slope of the market supply and market
demand curves both pr~or to and after the adjustment.

Predicting the position

and a.lope of' the market supply and demand curves is, therefore, crucial to
estimating the economic impacts.

The changeis in price and output lead to

consumer and producer welfare changes that can be measured as areas within the
supply/demand plane.

The neoclassical supply/demand analysis applied to this

study is introduced b8low.
The position of the market demand curve is critical to determining the
change in equilibrium price and output resulting from a regulatory-induced
shift in the market supply curve.

The slope of the demand curve measures the

responsiveness of quantity demanded to a change in the price of the service.
The elasticity of demand is a relative measure of demand responsiveness and as
a policy tool is generally prefer:ed to the demand curve slope.

The

elasticity of demand is maasu:ed as the percentage change in quantity demanded
of a good or service resulting from a one-percent change in its p:ice.

Post

regulatory equilibrium price and output values and the resulting welfare
changes can be calculated if the baseline price and output values, the
•
relative shift of the market supply curve, and estimates of demand and supply
elasticities are available.
A priori, predicting the elasticity of demand for commercial ~ry
cleaning services is difficult because many varia.b1ea contribute to its value.
If data are unavailable to estimate a demand elasticity, a unitary elastic
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(11 - -1.0) demand curve could be used to estimate impacts, but considerable
uncertainty would be associated with the price and output adjustments and the
welfare loss estimates. Any market-measured va.lue of the demand elasticity
would obviously be superior to an unsubstantiated simplification. The supply
and demand functions for the commercial dry cla~ning sector are estimated
simultaneously to derive corresponding elasticity'astimates.
A neoclassical supply/demand model is a system of interdependent
equations in which the price and output of a product are simultaneously
detecnined by the interaction of producers and consumers in the market .

In

simultaneous equation models, where variables in one equation feed back into
variables in another equation, the error terms are correlated with the
endogenous (price, output) variables.

In most circumstances, single-equation

ordinary least-squares estimation of individual equations in a simultaneous
equation model can lead to biased and inconsistent parameter estimates.
Furthe%D10re, the supply and demand equations must be economatrically
identified prior to initiating a simultaneous equation regression procedure.
An equation is identified. if obtaining values of the parameters from the

reduced-fo£m equation system is possible.

Put simply, identification requires

that at least one original exogenous (shifter) variable is contained in each
equation of the supply/demand system.
Section 2 presented data on average base prices and total output for the
commercial sector from 1974 to 1988.

These data represent equilibrium points

of intersection between supply and demand curves for each of those years.
Estimating a supply or demand curve equation from these data would be
difficu.lt because information is insufficient to completely identify the
supply/demand system.

However, with the aid of intuitively acceptable supply

and demand shift variables, the price and output data can be used to
econometrically estimate the commercial sector supply and demand functions and
corresponding elasticities.
Gross population levels for the U.S. and the producer price index for
service industries from 1974 to 1988 were chosen as the demand and supply
shifters, respectively, Population leve1s are commonly used as demand shift
variables in regression equations. The producer price index is suitable for
the supp1y function because it is a good proxy for production costs. '
Table 4-1 lists the time-series data used in the supply/demand estimation.
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TABLE

4-1.

DA'l'A USED IN TSE SUPPLY/DEMAND ESTIMATION

Price
Year

1$/kgJ•

output
(10 6 kg/yr)b

1974

4.02

570

53.5

213.9

1975

4.42

506

58.4

216.0

1976

4.46

499

61.l

218. 0

1977

4.36

521

64.9

220.2

1978

4.87

493

69.9

222.6

1979

4.90

499

78.7

225.l

1980

5.32

475

89.8

227.8

1981

5.63

444

98.0

230.l

1982

5. 72

522

100.0

232.5

1983

5.87

527

101.3

234.8

1984

5.98

525

103.7

237.0

1985

6.13

522

103.2

239.3

1986

6.14

608

100.2

241.6

1987

6.05

603

102.8

243.9

1988

6.08

596

106.9

246.1

Population

P.P. Index

110•1

•A11 dollar figures converted to 1989 dollars through the Consumer Price Index

for Apparel and Upkeep.
bsee Table 2-8.
Source:

Faig (1990); Survey of Current Bmsine,:u, (U.S. Department of Commerce
1989b); Statiaticsl Ahatnct;s of the U,S, (U.S. Department of
Connerce 1989a) •

Supply and demand equations for the conmercial sector were
econometrically estimated by using the instrumental variables regression
procedure.

•
Base price and total output were first converted to natural

logarithm foDI to ensure constant supply and demand elasticity estimates.
structural models for the supply/demand system are the following:
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The

Supply:

(4. lJ

Demand:

(4 .2J

14. 31

where Q • output, P - price, Pop • population, and PPI • producer price index.
The suppl.y equation (4.1}, demand equation (4.2), and equil.ibrium condition
(4.3) dete:cmine the market price and the quantity supplied (demanded) when the

market is in equil.ibrium.
and Ln (Pt)

For this :ceaeon, the variables I.a. (Ot 8 }, I.a. (Otd),

a:ce endogenous because they are dete:cmined within the system of

equations, while Pop and PPI are ezogenous variabl.es.

'l'he

parameter estimates

and regression statistics from the Simultaneous system estimation are reported
in Table 4-2. ·

With Durbin-Wataon statistics of 1.54 for both the supply and demand
equationa, the null. hypothesis of no serial corral.ation cannot be rej9cted at
the O. 01 level of significance.

Overal.l, the significance of the parameter

estimates and the low standard errors indicate tba~ base prices, dry cleaning
output, population levels, and Sha producer price index are effective in
predicting the supply/demand relationship.
Parameter estimates were also developed using a time variable instead of
population in an attempt to determine whether a simple time trend wouid be a
more suitabl.e demand shifter.
Table 4-3.

The results of that regression are reported in

The parameter estimates are ve~ simil.ar to the regression with

population as an expl.anato~ variable, but the popul.ation specification had a
slightly batter fit.

As a resul.t, all. future references to the elasticity

estimates wil.l apply to the population specification.
The predicted elasticity of supply and demand can be derived directly

from the parameter estimates of the regression system.

Regression equations

for the supply and demand functions appear in estimated form as
Ln(Q,: 8 J - -0.012 + l.SSBLn(PtJ - 0.023(PPitl,

I4. 4J

Ln(Q,:d) - -6.351 - l.086Ln(Ptl + 0.036(P0pt).

(4. SJ
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TABLE 4-2.

PARAMETER ESTIMATES AND REGRESSION STATISTICS FROM THE

SUPPLY/DEMAND ESTIMATION

Parameter

Value

Std. err.

t-atat

951 conf. int.

Suggi:K CJ.lrvll!

Intercept

0.120

0.064

1.882

Price

1.558

0.291

5.361

-0.023

0.005

-5.057

P.P. Index
Sum sq.

res.

0.031

Std. err.

0.924 to 2.192
-0.033 to -0.013
DW test

0.051

1.54

n-iau,g CU,rvA

Intercept

-6.351

1.289

-4.927

Price

-1.086
0.036

0.240
0.007

-4.530
5.057

Population

Ras.
0.031

Sum sq.

Std. err.

0.051

-1. 608 to -0.564

0.020 to 0.051

ow .test
1.54

The first derivative of the supply equation with respect to the
logarithm of price (1.558) is an estimate of the supply elasticity for dry

cleaning services in the commercial sector.

The interpretation of this

estimate is that the quantity supplied of dry cleaning services will increase
by 1,558 percent for every 1 percent increase in the price for that service.

The t-statistic value of 5.361 allows rejection of the null hypothesis so that
the estimate is not significantly different from. zero at the 0,05 level of
significance.
The estimated elasticity of demand is the first derivative of the demand
equation with respect to the logarithm. of price, or -1.086. The
interpretation of this value is that the demand for dry cleaning services will
decrease by 1.086 percent for every 1 percent increase in the price of that
service. The t-Statistic value of -4.530 allows rejection of the null
hypothesis that the estimate is not significantly different from zero at the
0.05 level of significance.
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TABLE 4-3.

PARAMETER BSTIMA'l'ES AND REGRBSSION STATISTICS FROM THE
SUPPLY/DEMAND ESTIMATION (TIMB:-'l'REND SPECIFICATION)
Value

Parameter

Std. err.

951 conf. int •

t-stat

Supply Qu:xe
Intercept

0.123

0.067

1.825

Price

1.512

0.305

4.959

0.848 to 2.176

-0.022

0.005

-4.670

-0.033 to -0.012

P.P. Index:

Sum Sq. Res.

DW test

Std. Err.
0.054

0.345

1.46

Demand Curve
1.082

0.208

5.198

-0.989
0.077

0.239

-4 .141

0.016

4.670

Intercept
Price
Time

Sum Sq. Res.
0.345

-1.509 to -0.469
0.041 to 0.112

ow test

Std. Err.
0.054

1.46

The credibility of the demand elasticity estimate can be confirmed with
a demand elasticity point estimate computed. by Bouthakker and Taylor (1970).
These authors ezamin~d consumer demand relationships for many different goods
and services.

The demand elasticity for a category of products they refer to

as •clothing upkeep and laundering in establishments• was estimated at 0.9293.
This value is contained in the 95 percent confidence interval for the demand
elasticity estimate reported in Table 4-2 (-1.608 to -0.564).

In addition, it

is very close to the point estimate itself (-1.086).
If the regulation results in a change in the marginal supplier's cost of
providing dry cleaning services, then price and quantity impacts will occur in
the short run.

Using the demand and supply elasticities estimated above,

projecting changes in short run equilibrium price and quantity associated with
each regulatory alte~ative is possible.
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As noted in Section 2, the baseline

price in the market is equivalent to the marginal cost of providing dry
cleaning services (before the regulation) and the avera99 total cost of
building a new facility-.

An

increase in the marginal costs projected under

the regulatory alternatives would result in an increase in price in the short
run.

As price rises above the average total cost of a new facility, new entry

is encouraged.

The average total cost of the new facil~ty, however, is not

affected under any of the alternatives considered because virtually all new
dry cleaning machines have built-in vent controls.

run, price and quantity adjustments are zero.

Consequently, in the long

In the absence of regulation,

the current stock of uncontrolled PCE machines would have been replaced by-new
machines with vent controls, further supporting the position that long-run
price and output adjustments are zero.

Therefore, price and output

adjustments in the balance of this analysis refer to short-run effects.
Not all commercial facilities in a market area are affected under the
candidate regulatory alternatives.

only those facilities that use PCE and

that do not have the required vent controls in tbe baseline will experience a
change in production costs.

It is net known whether facilities that are

potentially affected are more er less likely to be the price-setting marginal
facility in the market.

Without detailed infcnnation on individual supplier's

production costs, detez:mining whether the marginal supplier will incur
regulatory costs is impossible.

Therefore, it is assumed that the likelihood

of a shift in the marginal supplier's costs is directly related to the
proportion of facilities experiencing the cost increase.
Suppose that a given market area includes facilities that are
potentially affected by the regulation (PCE facilities that do not have the
required vent controls) as well as those that are unaffected (PCE facilities
that have the required vent controls or non-PCE facilities) .

If the

unaffected facilities dominate, then price and output adjustments are
unlikely.

The impact in markets where unaffected facilities dominate falls

exclusively on the affected suppliers whose profits are reduced by the cost of
the regu1ation.

Conversely if affected faci1ities dominate in a particular

market area, than the regulation is likely to result in an equilibrium price
and output adjustment for that market.

Price would rise, but not by the full

amount of the cost increase, until demand and supply are in equilibrium.
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Put

differently, the market supply curve will shift along a (stationary or
shifting) market demand curve with equ.ilibrium changes in price and output
dete.mined once the curves stabilize.

Rnnl Marketa,

Considering the minimum-size customer base, as described

in Section 4.1.1, is critical for owners planning to open a facility in a
remote area served by a single facility.
density can sustain a lower density of
population density.

Areas with a lower population

d%Y

cleaners than areas with a higher

The existence of a mini:mnm customer base explains the

pattern. obaerved in the data set:

aparael.y popul.ated areas are served by a

single facil.ity and densely populated areas by mul.tiple facilities.
The outstanding characteristi~ of the structure of the dry cleaning

industry in rural. commmities is the preva1ence of marlc.etis that are served by
a ainqle faci1ity.

Another salient characteristic of rural dry cleaning

facilities is that annual revenues are typica11y below $25,000.

The small

scale of the market in rural communities requires the operation of a minimally
sized facility.
kilogram machine.
of capacity.

Consequently, the ama1lest facility woul.d use an 11.3
A new entrant would at a minimum add another 11. 3 kil.ograms

The only option available to a new entrant, therefore, is to

doubl.e Cat the minimum) capacity in the market.
Although these single-facil.ity market_& •~ not perfectly competitive,
the ease of entry into the dry cleaninq industry implies that the threat to
long-run profits from. new entrants is keen and persistent.

The optimal

pricing strategy is to set a profit-meximi~inq price that is low enough to
dater entry.

Therefore, to model the economic impact of the proposed

regulations, it is assumed that the owners of firms in single-facility rural
markets follow a limit pricing strategy.

The assumptions of potential large

scale entry and output maintenance allow application of the theory of limit
pricing developed by Bain, Sylos-Labini, and Modigliani (Sharer, 1980).
Any price above the average total cost of a new facility would encourage
new entry into the market.

The existence of a sec::ond. facility in the market

would decrease the market share and the total revenue of the initial supplier.
Assuming that the productivity of dry cleaning equ.ipment has been increasing
over time, owners of new equipment would tend to have lower marginal costs
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than owners of older equipment.

Therefore, the maJ:"kat price would probabl:y

decline with the entrance of a second facility, further decreasing the total
revenue of the existing supplier.

Furthermore, if the assumption of increased

productivity is correct, owners of new facilities _may be able to set prices at
a level where initial suppliers would not be able to cover their costs of
production.

If the price set by the new supplier fell below the variable

costs of production for the initial supplier, then the initial supplier would
cease operations.

If the initial supplier could cover variable costs but not

all the fbed costs of production, then the facility would continue to operate
in the short run but woul.d face potential financial fai.lure.

Facing this

potentia.l erosion in profits and/or financia.l failure, the owner of an
existing faci.lity is most .likel:y to adopt the pricing strategy that present-a
the strongest deterrent to a potential entrant to ensure that his market share
is not eroded.
Even in the pre-regulatory baseline, the new entrant's long-run average
cost curve already reflects the cost of compliance associated with the
candidate requlatory alternatives because the manufacturers of dry cleaning
machines have incorporated the requisite air pollution control devices into
the basic design fFed.aral RegiQtnr, 1989).

Therefore the pre-regulatory and

post-regulatory costs of potential r.ew entrants are the same, implying that
the limit price set by an existing facility would not change under any of the
regulatory alternatives.
Two types of rural markets must be analyzed:

those with•~ unaffected

facility and those with a potentially affected facility.

In market areas with

a single unaffected facility, costs do not change because the dry cleaning
machines either already comply with the alternatives or they use a solvent
other than PCE.

Only in those market areas with a single potentially affected

facility where regulatory costs are projected, does a potential exist for
economic impacts.
The theory of limit pricing to deter large-scale entry implies that the
established firm sets a price just below that at which a new entrant would
find entry profitabl.e.

An

established dry cleaner cannot raise its price

without inducing entry and eroding its profits.

Even when its costs rise, the

established owner does not have an incentive to adjust price and quantity
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because new entry would occur and the market price woul.d fall..

Therefore, in

rural., single-facility markets in which the alternatives considered for
proposal have an economic impact, the impact fal.ls exclusively on the
established di,y cleaners whose profits fal.1 by the amount of the compliance
cost.

t.2.2 Hnrket Structure in the Coin-gperntecl Sector
Conversations with industry representatives indicate that a perfectly
competitive market structure is an accurate representation of current
conditions in the coin-operated sector.

In addition, the characteristics of

suppl.y and demand. for coin-operated dry. cl.eaninq services and the clete:minants
of facility location decision a:r:e s~l.ar to those described for the
commercial sector, which is predominantly characterized by a competitive
market structure.

Therefore, a competitive market structure is used to

estimate impacts in the coin-operated sector.
Coin-operated (pl.ant-operated.) facilities provide the same services to
the same consumers at approximately the same prices as commercial facilities.

Therefore the demand and supply ela'sticities estimated for the commercial
sector are used to compute impacts in this sector.

The service offered by

self-service coin-operated. facilities is different from that offered by
commercial facilities or plant-operated facilities.

As

described in

Section 2, the dry cleaning service offered by self-service facilities does
not incl.ude pre-spotting,· pressing, or finishing.

However, historical data on

price and output are not collected. in a structured fomat for the coin
operated sector.

As

a resul.t econometrically estimating supply and demand

elasticities for self-service coin-operated dry cleaning is impossible.

One

option is to assume that the elasticity estimates for the commercial sector
are representative of the market conditions characteristic of self-service dry
cleaning.

Another option is to compute a rough estimate of demand elasticity

for self-service dry cleaning using the market price and output for self
service dry cleaning and the market price for commercial dry cleaning.

This

second option is described. below.

.

First, a •choke price"--the price at which the quantity of self-service
coin-operated dry cleaning demanded is zero--is estimated.
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As

discussed in

Section 3, the consumer's full cost of obtaini119 dry cleaning services
includes the price paid to the supplier plus the consumer's opportunity cost
of time.

Assuming that no consumer values time below the minimum wage rate,

the minimum opportunity cost of time is the product of the minimum wage rate
(4 .25 per hourJ and the time required to produce a clean suit ready to wear
(0.70625 hours).

under these assumptions, the minimum opportunity cost of

time associated with self-service dry cleaning is $3.00.
Commercial dry cleaning services, as wall as the services offered by
plant-operated facilities in the coin-operated sector, are a perfect
substitute for tbe services offered by self-service coin-operated facilities.
In other words, if the consumer's full coat of producing clean clothing using
self-service cleaning rises above the full cost of producing clean clothing
using the services of a commercial cleaner, then the consumer will use the
services of the commercial cleaner.

Presumably no consumer is willing to pay

more than $3.34 per kilogram--the commercial dry cleaning price ($6.34) less
the minimum opportunity cost of time ($3.00)-for self-service dry cleaning.
This is the choke price or the price above which quantity of self-service dry
cleaning demanded falls to zero.
Figure 4-1 shows the demand curve implied by the choke price and the
market price and quantity.
that demand is linear.

This interpretation of the demand curve assumes

This choke price combined with the market price and

quantity for self-service dry cleaning can be used to compute demand
elasticity in the following manner:
(4. 61

'I

where~ is the absolute value of demand elasticity, Q is the market quantity,
and Pis the market price.
negative.

Because demand is downward sloping, elasticity is

At the market price of $1.65 per kilogram, market quantity of

577,239 kilograms, and a choke price of $3.34, demand elasticity is -0.9476.
Because consumers have a perfect substitute for self-service dry
cleaning, even small increases in price are likely to result in large quantity
reductions.

In other worda, the ·existence of a perfect substitute implies
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Figure 4-1. Demand for Self-Service Dry Cleaning

that the demand for self-service d%y cleaning is likely to be more elastic
than the demand for c0J11nercial or coin-operated (plant-operated) services.

The estimate computed above, however, implies that the demand for self-service

dry cleaning is slightly J,esa elastic than the demand for commercial dry
cleaning.

The reason for ;the counterintu.iti,,. reau1t may U.e in the

assumptions used to compu~e the demand elasticity.

'

First, the demand

fdr

self-service dry cleaning is assumed to be linear.

To the extant that this a~aumption does not specify the demand curve, the

'

elasticity estimate may also be miacalcul.ated.

'

opportunity coat of time may be underestimated.

In addition, the minimum
A higher opportunity cost of

time wou1d yield a lower dhoke price and a hiqher elasticity estimate (in

absolute value).

Because :of these limitations, the demand and supply
i

elasticity estimates comptited for the commercial sector are used to compute

'
impacts for self'-service qoin-operated
facilities.
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Data are not available on the number of facilities in ehis sector
operating in markets where unaffected facilities dominate or vice versa.
Therefore it is assumed that each market area baa the same distribution of
affected and unaffected facilities.

Virtually all self-service dry cleaning

and more than half of the plant-operated facilities in the coin-operated

sector are uncontrolled.

Therefore, the marg-inal cost of providing coin

operated dey cleaning services is likely to increase resulting in price and
output adjustments for this sector.
'l'he magnitude of the price and output adjustments in tbe coin-operated
sector is limited by the adjustments in the commercial sector.

These

adjustments are computed separately for self-service and plant-operated
facilities because of the difference in the type of service offered and the
base price charged by these facilities.

Plant-operated facilities are limited

in the price increase tnat may be passed along to consumers because these
facilities operate in markets dominated by commercial facilities.

Price

effects at self-serv~ce facilities are also limited by the pro~ected price
adjustments in the comnercial sector.

~

post-regulatory price at self

service facilities may not exceed the choke price baaed on the post-regulatory
price charged by comnercial facilities.

The post-regulatory choke price is

the post-regulatoey commercial price less the estimated minimum opportunity
coat of time ($3.00) computed above.

4.2.3 Market Structure in the Industrial Sector
'

Industrial facilities also operate in perfectly competitive markets.

'

However, no price and output adjustments are likely to occur in this sector
for several ~,sons.

First, water and detergent are near-perfect substitutes

for PCE becaus♦ virtually all of the garments dry cleaned by industrial
i

facilities are'water-washable.

Because consumers do not dictate the cleaning

method used, facilities facing a regulatory cost with continued. PCE usage
would likely s1llbstitute water washing for dry cleaning assuming sufficient
capacity is av.ilable.

Second, industrial cleaners do not;. charge diffe·rent

prices for ga~nts cleaned in water and detergent and gaJ:ments cleaned in PCE
(Coor and Gradf, 1991); also, over 92 percent of the output from industrial
facilities is ~rom. regular laundry operations.

'l'his second factor is evidence

that the cost Of producing the marginal unit of output in the market area is
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not likely to increaee under any of tbe alternative& considered for proposal.
~or these :ceaeons, producers would not be able to pass along any r99Ulatory
coat in the fo:cm. of a price increase.

4.3

MODEL MARKETS
To facilitate computing impacts of the regulatory alternatives, actual

dry cleaning facilities have been allocated among model markets.

The

nmtbodology used to develop tbe model markets is discu88ed below.

4.3.1 CPmlrcial Sector Marketa
Six model markets represent the commercial sector and are differentiated
by

• rural and urban areas,
• the proportion Of affected and unaffected facilities,
• tbe. income distribution of facilities repres~ted, and
• the behavioral response to a cost increase.
Data frcm American Business Infoz:mation (ABI) (1991) compiled from
telephone yellow pages provided the location of commercial dry cleaning
establishments in the United States. Population data from the 1988 City and
Cmmt;, Pata Book

(U.S. Department of Conmerce, ·1988) were merged with the

establishment data from ABI to detezmine the portion of facilities in rural
'
and u.fcban
areas. 1 Additional data on the extent of current state regulations,
the ~rcentage of facilities that use PCE in the dry cleaning process, and the
share.I of PCE facilities that have machines with baseline vent controls were
used ~o allocate facilities to each model market (Radian, 1991c; Safety-Kleen,
1986:! Radian, 1991c).
Table 4-4 reports the total number of facilities and the number of
faciiities potentially affected and unaffected by the regulation in each model
mar~t ·of the conmercial sector.

An

estimated 3,149 facilities (10.32 percent

of all commarcial facilities) are located in rural areas.
repr~sented by Mode1 Markets A and B.

Rural markets are

It is assumed that all facilitie8 in

1A rural area is defined as a locale with a population of 2,500 or le8s
that is not part of a metropolitan statistical area.
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these model markets a:e small establishment.a that receive $25,000 or less in
annual revenue.

In addition, it is assumed that these small rural areas h.ave

onl.y one facil.ity providing commercial dry cleaning services for the entire
market area.

Market A represents those areas with a single facility that is

unaffected under the alternatives considered for proposal.

No economic

impacts are estimated for markets represented by Market A.

Market B

represents those areas with a single facility that is potentially affected

TABLE 4-4.

Market
Model

PROFILE 01' MODEL HARKrl'S IN THE COMMERC:IAL SECTOR

Market
Description•

Proportion of
Affected and
Unaffected
l'aci.litiea

Total

Number

Facilitiesb

Number of
Potentially Number of
Affected
unaffected
Facilitiesc Facilitiesd

A

Rural

Unaffected
Only

1,543

0

1,543

B

aural

Affected only

1,606

1,606

0

C

Urban/
Suburban

Unaffected
Only

.1, 157

0

L, 157

D

Ur.ban/
Su.bur.ban

unaffected
Dominate·

10,432

287

10,145

E

Ur.ban/
Suburban

Affected and
tJnaffacted
Evenly
Distributed.

8,073

4,038

4,035

F

Urban/
Suburban

Affected
Dominate

7,683

4,298

3,385

30,494

10,229

20,265

Total

•aural markets are defined as local•• wiCh population of 2,500 or leas that are not part of a
llllltropolitan atatiatical area. For this analysis, rural urketa haw only one facility per
market area.
bFacilities are distributed to Modal Markets b..■d on the share of facilities located in
urban and rural areas (ABI, 1991), th■ •bare of facilities that use PCE in the dry cleaning
process (Safety-Kleen, 1986), and •xisting stat• NICJUlationa (Radian, 199lbl.
Cpotentially affected facilitias are defin•d here aa tho•• that uaa PCE in the cleaning
process and do not have Wint controls in place (Radian, 1991c). The total is equivalent to
the number of potentially aff•cted facilities under Regulatory Alternatives I and II. Note
that PCE facilities with .basaline vent controls that do not ·meat th■ requirements of
Alt■ rnstiw III ara not included in the estimate of potentially affected facilities
NlpGrt■d in this tabla.
danaffactad facilities either do not use PCE in the cleaning process or have baseline vent
controls.

under the candidate alternatives.
the regulation.

These facilities may incur coats because of

However, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, no price increase is

projected because faci1ities in this type of market practice limit pricing to
deter new entry.
The share of faci1ities assigned to Markets A and Bis estimated using

data on the share of small facilities with baseline vent controls (Radian,
1991c) and data on the share of facilities that use PCE (Safety-Kleen, 1986).
Of the 3,149 facilities in rural market areas, approximately 49 percent or
1,543 either have baseiine vent controls or do not uae PCE.
are assigned to Market A.

These facilities

The remaining 1,606 facilities are assigned to

Market B.
Urban/suburban commercial markets are represented by Model Markets C
through F.

These mod.el markets are characterized as having more than one

facility in each market area.

Facilities of every income level operate in

market areas represented by these urban/suburban model markets.

Market c

represents those urban/suburban markets where no cmamercial dry cleaning
facilities are affected under the alternatives considered fer proposal.
Market D describes those areas where the unaffected facilities dominate.
Potentially affected and unaffected facilities represented in Market E are
roughly equivalent in number, and in Market F potentially affected facilities
dominate.
Approximately 38 percent cf all CODlnarcial dry cleaning facilities or
about 11,589 facilities·are located in states with stringent PCE requirements.
Markets C and Dare used to characterize the market for commercial dry
cleaning services in these states.

The number of facilities in markets

represented by Market C is assumed to be one tenth cf the facilities in states
with strict PCE emissions standards er about 1,157.

The remaining facilities

located in states with strict PCE emission standards (10,432) are assigned to
Market n.

Price and quantity adjustments are assumed to be zero in these two

model markets where unaffected facilities dominate.
Those facilities located in states that regulate only very large
facilities are assigned to Market E.

Market E represents 8,073 facilities or

about 26 percent of a1l commercial establishments.
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Locales with no state

regulations requiring vent controls tor c~rcial facilities are allocated to
Market F.

In theae two markets, some portion of the regulatory cost would be

passed on to consumers ·in the form of a price increase.

The price increases

projected for Marketa E and Fare computed usinq the average cost increase per
unit of output (kilograms of clothes cleaned) for the model facilities in the
market ·area. ·
Facilities in each model plant category operating at each income level
are allocated proportionally to each model market described al:>ove baaed on the
total number of potentially affected and unaffected facilities assigned to
each market.

For example, Market A represents 1,543 facilities with annual

receipts below $25,000.

A total of 8,026 commercial facilities have annual

receipts below $25,000.

Therefore 1,543 out of 8,026 or 19 percent of the

facilities receiving less than $25,000 in each model plant category are
allocated to Market A.
similar manner.

Facilities are allocated to Marketa s through Fin a

Using the rDOdel plants to represent average facilities in

each market simplifies the analysis of impacts.

Any shift in the model plant

supply curve is augmented by the number of facilities in the market to
determine the market supply curve shift.

Coin-operated Sector Markets

4.3.2

One model market represents all facilit~es in the coin-operated sector.
Essentially two kinda of coin-operated plants are represented in the model
market:

self-service and plant-operated.

The distribution between the two

kinds of plants was based on actual plant info:mation (Radian, 1991c).

Seven

percent of the facilities (or 213) are self service, and the remaining 93
percent (2,831) are plant-operated.
In the coin-operated market, the priCe and output adjustments computed
for the regulatory a1tarnatives are based on the average cost increase per
unit of output measured in kilograms of clothing cleaned.

The price

adjustment in this sector is limited by the maximum adjustment computed for
the commercial sector as discussed in Section 4.2.1.

The highest price

adjustments for the commercial sector are projected in commercial Market F
where potentially affected facilities dominate.
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Consequently, projected price

and output adjuatmanta computed for Market F define the maximum adjustments

for coin-operated facilities.
4.3.3

Tnduntrial Sector Marketn
ooe model market is used to compute impacts in the industrial sector.

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, any regulatory costs are not passed along to

the consumer in the form of price adjustments.
costs is absorbed by the producers.
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Rather, the entire change in

SECTION 5

FINANCIAL PRQFILE OF COHMERCllL DRY CLEANING FIRMS

The dry cleaning NESHAP will potentially impact business entities that

own commercial dry cleaning facilities.

Behrens (1985) defines a business
\

entity as a legal being that is recognized by law as having the capacity to
conduct buain9as transactions .

The Census of Service Industries defines a

fint as a •business organization or entity consisting of one domestic

establishment or more under common ownership or control," and an establishment

is in tum defined to be "a single physical location •&t which business is
conducted.•

A profile of the baseline fi~cial condition of commercial dry cleaning

fi:cms will facilitate an assessment cf the affordability, coat, and fi:cm.
financial impacts of the dry cleaning NESHAP.

The potential financial impacts

on 81Pl11 businesses are of particular concern for two reasons.
cleaning industry is dominated by small businesses.

First, the dry

Most firms have annual

receipts of less than $100,000, and. many have receipts totaling under $25,000.
Second, the absolute control equipment costs are constant enough over machines
of various sizes that the capital requ.iremants may be disproportionately high
for small businesses.
5.1

FIRM FINANCES AND FACILITY ECONOMICS
A facility, or establishment, is a site of land with a plant and

equipment that combine inputs like material.a, energy, and labor to produce
outputs, like dry cleaning services.

Firms are legal business entities that,

in this context, own one or more facilities.

This distinction between

facilities and firms is an important one in economic and. financia~ impact
anal.yses.
The conventional theory of the •firm" is really a theory of the
•establishment.•

The operator/manager of a facility--usually directly er

indirectly the owner of a fiDR--maximizes short-run profit by setting the rate
cf output where marginal cost equals marginal revenue (price in perfect
competition) as long as marginal revenue at l.east covers average variable
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coat.

Economic failure describes the situation in which the decision maker

closes the facility if marginal revenue/price is l:Mtlow marginal cost.
Altman (1983, draws the distinction .between economic failure and
bankruptcy.

Economic failure is the inability of invested capital (facility)

to continually cover its variable costs th.rough revenues. Altman notes that a
firm an be an economic failure for years as long as it never fails to meet
its legal obligations because of the absence or near absence of enforceable
debt, thua continuing to operate as a firm.

Alternatively, a fi:m may own

perfectly viable assets in an economic sense but earn insufficient profits to
meet enforceable debts.

Because viable facilities can _be owned by nonviable companie$ and viable
companies can own nonviable facilities, a regulation that closes a facility
may leave the company that owns it virtually unaffected.

Alternatively, a

regulation that would leave a facility viable after compliance may nonetheless
cause a fi.tm to become bankrupt· or force it to sell the facility.

The number

of facilities closed by a requlation may exceed or be less than the number of
firms forced to sell facilities and/or go bankrupt.
5.2

POPULATION OF POTENTIALLY AFFECTED FIRMS

Facilities subject to regulation under the NESRAP are general:ly
classified in one of three four-digit Standard Industrial Classifications
(SICS):

7215 (Coin-operated laundries and dry cleaning), 7216 (Dry cleaning

plants, except rug cleaning), and 7218 (Industrial launderers).

Nearly all

industrial laundering faciliti•s (SIC 7218) are already in compliance with the
regulatory alternatives considered for propoaal.

In addition, those

facilities that might be affected have a near-perfect substitute for dry
cl.eaning--water laundering.

Corusequently, the financial impacts on industrial

launderers are likely to be small., so tbese fil:1118' finances are not
characterized in this report.
A financial profile of coin-operated dry cl.eaa.ing fiJ:JU is also not
presented, but for a very different reason.

The economic impact analysis

indicates that each of the alternatives considered would cause substantial.
price impacts and quantity impacts unless EPA exempts small facilities.
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EPA

wil.l thua probabl.y exempt emal.l coin-operated faci'litiee, effectively
exempting them al.l.

Consequentl.y, coin-operated dry cleaning finna will

experience no financial impacts.
Effectively, this leaves ccmmercial dry cleaning plants (SIC 7216) as
the potentiall.y affected population.

A financial impact anal.ysis of this

industry is important for the following reasona:
■

the economic impact analyeis indicates that a eignificant number of
facilities will be affected under each of the regulatory alternative
unless a size exemption is established;

■

most commercial dry cleaning fil:Dl8 are single-facility firms, so an
affected facility is tantamount to an affected firm; and

• moat dry cleaning fii:ms have limited internal and external sources of
funds because they are smal1 businesses.
5.3

LEGAL OWNERSHIP OF COMMERCIAL DRY CLEANING FACILITIES
Business entities that own comaarcial

•dry

~

cleaning facilities-hereafter

cleaning fims" or just •firms•-will general.ly be one of three types of

entities:
• sole proprietorships,
• partnerships, and
• corporatione.
Each type has its own legal and financial characteristics that may have a
bearing on how firms are affected by the regulatory alternativee and on how
the firm-level analysis of the NESHAP might be approached.

5.3.1 Sole Pro,priatorahip
A sole- proprietorship consists of one individual in business for himself
who contributes ail of the equity capital, takes all of the risks, makes the
decisions, takes the profits, or absorbs the losses.

Behrens (1985) reports

that sole proprietorships are the most common form of business.

Gill (1983)

reporta that approximately 78 percent of buainessea are sole proprietorahips.
The 1987 Census of Service Industries reports that 8,494 of the 18,322 ficns
with payroll in ~his industry, or 46 percent, are sole proprietorships.

The

1991 population includes another 7,500 dry cleaning facilities are without
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payroll.

Although no evidence is available, preeumably moat of these

nonpayroll facilities are small, are owned by single-facility firms, and are
sole prgprietorships.

Assuming that 7,500 nonpayroll, sole proprietorship

fil:lll8 eziat, of the 27,332 ccmmercial dry cleaning fil:lll8 in 1991, 16,694 (61
percent) are proprietorships (see Table 5-1) •
Legally, the individual and the proprietorship are the same entity.
From a legal standpoint, personal and .business debt are not distinguishable.
From an accounting standpoint, however, the fim. may have its own financial
statements that reflect only the assets, liabilities, revenues, coats, and
taxes of the fixm, aside from those of the individual.
Particularly relevant to the NESHAP analysis is that when a lender lends
money to a proprietorship, the proprietor's signature obligates him or her
personally and all of his/her assets.

A lender's assessment of the likelihood

of repayment baaed on the fit:m and personal financial. status of the borrower
ia considered l.egal and sound lending practice .because they are legally one
and-the-su..

The inseparability of the finn and the individual complicates

the assessment of credit availability and teXllll!I.

Credit might be available to

a ~inancially ~stressed •fixm• if the financial status of the individual is
substantially strong to compensate.

Alternatively, credit might be

unavailable to a financially health •fiDl• if the financial status of the
individual is sufficiently weak.
5.3.2

P1rtnerahips
About 8 percent of U.S • .business entities are partnerships (Gil.l, 1983).

The 1987 Census of Service Industries reports that 1,666 of the 18,322 fi.cns
with payroll in 1987 in this industry, or 9 percent, are partnerships.

An

estimated 1,803 of al.l 27,332 dry cl.eaning firms operating in 1991 are
partnerships (see '?able 5-lJ.
A partnership ia an aaaociation of two or more persons to operate a
.busineas.

In the absence of a apecitic agreement, partnerships are qeneral

with each partner having an equal voice in management and an equal right to
profits, regardless of the amount of capital each contributes.
pays no federal. income taz.

A partnership

All tax liabilities are passed through to the

'l'ABLE 5-1.

LEGAI.

!'ORM 01' ORGANIZA2'ION 01' DRY CLEANING FIRHS--NUMBER. AND

PEBCl!:NT

Legal Or9anization
'l'otal !'iJ:mS

Proprietorships

Partnerships

Corporations

Other

u,322•

8,494 (46~41)

1,666 (9.11}

8,147 (4,4.51)

15 (O,lll

.16,694 (61,lll

l,803 (6,61)

8,818 (32.31)

17 (<O.ll)

apaym11 fiml only 1H7.
tii991 est.ilreta; Payroll and non-pllY=ll f.iJ:ma a&IWlllinq payroll ti2:m1 "adlacl" since 1987 are
diatdbut..:1 •• 1987 pay%0ll tizm11, and ncn-pey%011 fi.nu are all pzoprietorshipa, 'l'h41:w
ue en eat:bated 7,500 noapey1:01l fi%11111 (aadian, 1991a).
Source: 1987 Cenau■ ~ Service Industrias, SUDject Seri•• (U.S. Depa:tm■tat of Ccomarce,
1990b);_ 1987 cansu.a of Service InaJ.at.ri••• ~ SC&ti■cic• (U.S. Depattzrml,t of
CcmlllHca, 1990a) •

individuals and are reflected on individual tax returns.

Particularly ge:cmane

is that each partner is fully liable for all debts and obligations of the
partnership (Behrens, 1985).

Thus, ma_ny of the qualifications and

complications present in analyses of proprietorships (e.g., capital
availability) are pr:esent--in some sense magnified--in analyses of
partnerships.
5.3.3

Co;cpor&tions

Even though only 14 percent of U.S. businesses are corporations, they
produce approximately 87 percent of all business revenues (Gill, 1983). The
1987 census of Service Industries reports that 8,147 of the 18,322 fi.tm8 with

payroll in this industry, or 44 percent, are corporations.

Including the

7,500 nonpayroll proprietorships, 32 percent of all dry cleaning firms

operating in 1991 are corporations (see Table 5-1}.
trnlike proprietorships and partnerships, a corporation is a legal entity
0

separate and apart from. its owners or founders.

Financial gains from profits

and financial losses are borne by owners in proportion to their investment in
the corporation.

Analysis of credit availability to a coz:poration must

recognize at least two features of corporations.

First, they have the legal

ability to raise needed funds by issuing new stock.
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Second, institutional

lend.era (e.g., banks) to corporations aaaeaa credit worthiness solel.y on the
basis of the financial. health of the corporation-not its owners.

A

qualification of note is that lenders can require (as a loan condition) owners
to agree to separate contracts obligating them personall.y to repay loans.
5. 4

DIS'l'RIBUTION OF COMPANIES BY RECEIP'l'S SIZE

The U.S. ha.a an estimated 27,332 commercial dry cleaning firms in 1991.
An

est_imated 19,832 (73 percent) of these are firms with payroll; the balance

(7,500 or 27 percent) includes finm without· payroll.

Estimating the

distribution of dry cleaning firms by receipts size assumas that al.l sea.aonal,
with-payroll firms have under $25,000 receipts and that 5,625 and 1,875
nonpayrol.l establishments are owned by as many nonpayroll firms with under
$25,000 receipts and $25,000-$50,000 receipts, respectively (Radian, 1990c).
These estimates are presented in Table 5-2.

Appro.z.imately three-fifths

of all. commercial dry cleaning firms have annual. receipts of $100,000 or less.
Al.moat one-quarter of the total have annual. receipts below $25,000 (assuming
all seasonal. and most nonpayroll finu, are included in this category).

Only

about 2 percent of all dry cleaning firms have annual receipts over $1
million.
Industry concentration is a good summary indicator of firm size
distribution (see Table 5-3).

'l'he fifty largest commercial dry cleaning

companies earn onl.y about 9 percent of total industry receipts.

This "fifty

fi:m concentration ratio" is mu.ch lower than those for linen supply (63.1%),
coin-operated l.aundries (30.51), power laundries (28.51), or industrial
launderers (67.31).
FiJ:111. size is likely to be a factor in the distribution of financial
impacts of the NESHAP on dry cleaning firms.

Dry cleaning fii:ma differ in

size for one or both of the following reasons:
• Firat, dry cl~ning facil.ities vary widel.y by receipts (see
Section 9 .1 and Table 9-27) • All. else being equal, firms with large
facilities are larger than firms with small facilities.
• Second, dry cleaning fi:JU vary in the number of facilities they own.
All else being equal, finu1 with more facilities are larger than
those with fewer facilities (see Section 5.5).
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TAJ!l,1'

5-2.

RECEIPTS OF DRY CLEANING !'llMS

Receipts per

No. of

No. of l'il:IDZla

Fi:cm

Eetabl.ishmenta

<25

6,690

17,736

6,690

17,736

25-50

4,187

40,545

4,187

40,545

50-75

2,581

67,021

2,581

67,021

75-100

2,581

93,829

2,581

93,829

subtotal

16,039

Receipts Range
($000)

Receipts per
Establishment

16,039

100-250

6,823

171,219

7,032

166,130

250-500

2,870

366,915

3,382

311,368

soo-1,000

1,122

·722,394

1,836

441,463

1,000-2,soo

389

1,504,998

1,130

518,092

2,soo-s,000

60

3,640,043

424

515,100

>5,000

29

10,973,635

651

488,841

subtotal.

11,293

14,455

Total

27,332

30,494

•1991 Estimate; Payrol.1 and Non-Payrol.l Fizms (includes pl.ants that use PCE as
wel.1 as those that use other solvents.). Non.payroll. fiau incl.ude 5625
below 25,000 in annual receipts and 1875 with 25,000 to 50,000 in annual
receipts (!\adian, 1991.aJ.
Source: 1987 Census of Service Industries, Subject Series (U.S. Department of
Comaerce, 1990); Table 2-1.

TABLE 5-3.

CONCEN"?RATION BY LARGES'l' DRY CLEANING FIRMS

Percent of Industry Receipts•
2.41
8

Largest Fii:ms

3.61

20 Largest Fii:ms

5.81

50 Largest Firms

9.n

apayroll firms only, 1987.
Source: 1987 Census of Service Industries, Subject Series (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1990b).
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5.5

DISmIBU'l'ION OF COMPANIES BY llUMBD OF FACILITIES

The financial. impacts of the NESBAP on two fi.au of equal. size might
depend siCJnificantly on their facil.ity composition because substantial control
economies of scale exist.

The costs of controlling la:ger machines are not

proportionately higher than the costs of controlling smaller ones.

Also, the

effective impacts on more ·ful.ly util.ized dry cl.eaninq machines are smaller
than on undar-util.ized dry cl.eaning machines.

Bec::ause machine size and

util.ization underl.ie facility receipts, facil.ity impacts wil.l. be greater for
amal.l.er than for larger facil.itiea.
Control. economies are facility-related rather than fi.rm-related.
Hypotheticall.y, a firm with ten uncontrol.led facilities of a given size may
face approximately twi~e the control capital requirements of a fin'l with five
uncontrolled facil.ities of the same size.

Alternatively, two firms with the

same number of facilities facing approximately the same control capital. costs
may be financial.l.y affected very differently if the facilities of one are
larger than those of another.
An estimated 27,332 fiz:ma own 30,494 commercial dry cl.eaning

establishments in 1991:

an average of 1.12 facilities per firm.

An

estimated

95 percent of all commercial dry cleaning fiz:ma own a single facility.
Table 5-4 reports the distribution of firms by number of dry-cleaning
establishments owned, assuming that all 7,500 nonpayroll. establishments
(Radian, 1991a) are owned by single-facility firms.

Even in the $SOOK to $1M

fim. receipts range, the average number of facilities per fiai. is below two.
At the other extreme, 29 firms own about 22 facilities each.
The implication of this distribution are as fol.l.ows.

Up to a point,

firm receipts grow because machine sizes increase and/or machine capacity
util.ization increases.

Note that $7SK-$100K fi:cms have an average $93,829 of

receipts accruing to their single facil.ity, whi1a <$25K fiJ:mS have an average
only $17,736 accruing to their single facility (Tabl.e 5-2).

Since capital

costs of control. devices are aimi1ar for machines of al.l sizes and utilization
rates, capital. requirement impacts fal.1 fair1y proportionately as fi.an size
increases-up to a point (see Section 7).
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After some point, receipts per

'?ABLE 5-4.

____ NUMBER OF COMMERCIAL DRY CI.EAHIHG FACILITIES PER l'IRM BY
INCOMB CATEGORY

Mceipto Range ($000)

Facilities Per Fi:cm

<25

1.00

25-50

1.00

50-75

1.00

75-100

1.00

100-250

1.03

250-500

1.18

500-1,000

1.64

1,000-2,soo

2.90

2,500-5,000

7.07
22.45

>5,000
Souroe: 1987 canau.a
1990b).

~

Senice Indut.d.u, sabj-=t. Seri. . (D'.S. bepeztmant. of

coam.:cce,

establishment stabilize at about $500,000 (sea 'rable 5-2) and fi:z:ma grow only
by adding more facilities (see Table S-3).

Control economies of scale

essentially cease to exist for fi:z:ma larger than $1 million.
5. 6

VERTICAL IN'l'EGRATION ANt> DIVERSIFICA'l'ION

Vertical.integration is a potentially important dimension in firm-level
impacts analysis becauae a vertically integrated fim. could be indirectly as
well as directly affected by the NESHAP.

For example, if a dry cleaning fi:z:m

is vertically integrated iD the manufacture and/or 'distribution of
perchloroethyl.ene (PCEJ , it could be indirectly and adversely affected by the
NESHAP if demand for PCE dimini~hes after the regulation.
Ignoring for now that some dry cleaning fasi1it1en also engage in
operations other than dry cleaning, a dry cleaning ilm is considered
vertically integrated if it also owns facilities that sell goods or services
used aa inputs by the dry cleaning industry and/or facilities that purchase
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dry cleanill9' services as inputs.

Forward integration is unlikely because

nearly all dry cleaning services are provided to individuals, not firms.
Backward integration is unlikely because the main input& in the dry cleaning
industry are a building, dry cleaning machinery, energy, and PCE, all.
dissimil.ar to dry cleaning services.
Intra~firm diversification, sometimes "referred to as horizontal.
integration, is a potentiall.y important dimension in firm-level impact
anal.ysis for either or both of two reasons.
• First, a diversified firm could be indirectl.y as well as directl.y
affected by the NESHAP. For example, if a dry cl.eaning firm is
diversified in the manufacture of emissions control equipment (an
unlikely scenario), it could be indirectl.y and favorably affected by
the NESHAP.
• Secondl.y, a diversified dry cleaning firm may own facilities in
unaffected industries like carpet cleaning, linen supply, power
laundering, or shoe repair-a more realistic situation. This type of
diversification would help mitigate the financial impacts of the
NESHAP.
Intra-facility diversification is also a relevant consideration because
dry cleaning facilities cOllll'lCnly engage in activities other than dry cleaning.
Many dry cleaning facilities do alterations work, repair shoes, clean
draperies, store garments, and sell other goods and services.

This is another

type of diversification that could mitigate the impact of the dry cleaning
NESHAP on certain dry cleaning fixms.

Indeed, the prominence and magnitude of

intra-facility diversification in the industrial dry cleaning industry is
partly the reason for not including those firms at all in this financial
impacts analysis.
5 •7

FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIRMS IN REGULATED INDUSTRY ( IES)
This section characterizes the financial condition of commercial dry

cleaning firms.

Clark (1989) investigated the suitability of available small

business financial data bases for EPA;s use in its economic analyses.

He

concludes that two main financial data bases are appropriate:

Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) data and Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) data.

Although each

of the data bases has its comparative merits, the Dun and Bradstreet data are
better for characterizing the finances of dry cleaning fiJ:ma.
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The D&B data

are more :recent than the IRS data, are ava.i1able for the d:ry cleaning
industry, and are probably based on a larger (though nonrandom) sample than
the IRS data.

The financial condition of dry cleaning firms can be

characterized using Dun and Bradstreet's 1989-1990 Indu3try NA:c:m3 and Key

Rn3ine,n Ratios (Duns Analytical Services, 1990).
The D&B data base contains 991 comaercial dry cleaning establishments.
Clark (1989) notes that the financial information provided. to D&B is supplied
by the businesses to obtain favorable credit ratings; therefore, the
businesses have an incentive to make their net worth and income look as good
as possible.

Companies that are not doing well financially have an incentive

to keep their financial info:miation out of D&B's data base.

Thus the

financial data reported therein are.based on a possibly nonrepresentative
sample of firms.

Indust:y Noz::ms and. Kay Business Bat1os unfortunately does not
characterize the finances of fizms bY firm size.

Consequently, informal

assumptions are necessary to estimate the number of firms in each of the ~even
receipts ranges in below-average, average, and "above-average financial
condition.

Two alternative assumptions are employed in this analysis.

one assumption (financial scenario I) reflects the high probability that
firms in below-average financial condition are disproportionately small since
the capacity utilization of their machines is so low.

Dry cleaning machine

cap•city utilization at facilities with annual receipt.a under $25,000 b

only

about 7 percent, and that of facilities with annual receipts of $25,000 to
$50,000 is only about 15 percent.

Capacity utilization approaches 80 percent

only when facility receipts approach $100,000.
Table 5-5 presents estimated numbers of firms by size and baseline
financial condition assuming a positive relationship between the two.

The

result is that all 6,834 fi%DIS in below-average financial condition have
annual receipts below $50,000, that all 13,664 firms in average financial
condition have annual receipts between $25,000 and $250,000, and that all
6,834 firms in above-average financial condition have annual receipts above
$100,000.
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TABLE 5-5.

NUMBER OF DRY CLEANING FIRMS, BY SIZE AND BASELINE FINANCIAL
CONDITION
Baseline Financial Condition

Receipts Range
($000)

Total

Below Average

<25

6,690

6,690

0

0

25-50

4,187

144

4,043

0

50-75

2,581

0

2,581

0

75-100

2,581

0

2,581

0

100-250

6,823

0

4.,459

2,364

250-500

2,870

0

0

2,870

>500

1,600

0

0

1,600

27,332

6,834

13,664

6,834

Total

Average

Above Average

Source: Table 5-2 and Duns Analytical Services (1990), Financial Scenario I.

Table 5-6 uses the D&B data to characterize the population and shows the
number of dry cleaning firms in each of seven receipts categories and each of
three financial conditions under an alternative assumption that there is no
relationship between firm size and financial condition (financial
scenario II).

Fifty percent of all firms are, regard.less of size, allotted in

the "average financial condition" grouping, and 25 percent of all firms in
each of the "below-average• and "above-average• financial condition groupings.
Dun and Bradstreet data are employed to derive financial profiles of dry
cleaning firms in below-average, average, and above-average financial
conditions.

Income statements and balance statements are the two basic

financial reports kept by firms.

The former reports the results of a firm's

operation during a period of time--usually one year in practice.

The latter

is a statement of the financial condition of the firm at a point in time-
usually December 31 or the last day of the firm's fiscal year.
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TABLE 5-6.

NUMBER OF DRY CLEANING FIRMS, BY SIZE AND BASELINE FINANCIAL
CONDITION
Baseline Financial Condition

Receipts Range
($000)

Total

Below Average

Average

Above Average

<25

6,690

1,673

3,344

1,673

25-50

4,187

1,047

2,093

1,047

50-75

2,581

6'5

1,291

645

75-100

2,581

645

1,291

645

100-250

6,823

1,706

3,411

1,706

250-500

2,870

718

1,434

718

>500

1,600

400

800

400

27,332

6,834

13,664

6,834

Total

Source: Table 5-2 and Duns Analytical Services (1990), Financial Scenario II.

The income stateinents and balance sheets of dry cleaning firms of
different sizes and financial conditions are presented in Appendix A
(Tables A-1 through A-3).
cut-off analysis purposes.

The five sales categories are largely selected for
All other lines in the two statements derive,

directly or indirectly, from "sales• relationships given in D&B.

Several

examples will clarify how the statements are derived.
An estimated 11,293 dry cleaning firms have receipts over $100,000.

The

estimated average receipts for these fi:cms total $367,510, which is reported
as "sales" in the income statement.

D&B reports that the average dry cleaning

fi:cm in the data base has a net profit of 7 percent of sales.

This ratio

multiplied by the sales estimate of $367,510 yields the estimated "net profit"
of $25,725 in the income statement.

The three other lines in the income

statement are analogously derived by Applying D&B ratios multiplied by sales.
Balance sheet items are derived in an analogous manner.

D&B reports

that the average dry cleaning firm in the data base has about $480 of total
assets for every $1,000 dollars of sales.
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This ratio multiplied by the sales

estimate of $367,510 yield.a estimated total assets of $177,257.

D&B reports

that the average dry cleaning fi:z:m baa al)out $369 of current assets, $373 of
fixed assets, and $258 of other noncurrent assets per $1,000 of total assets.
These ratios multiplied by the total assets estimate yield the estimates
presented for those variables in the tables

In the liabilities section of the

balance sheet, •total liabilities and net worth• mu.at equal •total assets,•
and the component parts are cOIIIPUted using D&B ratios multiplied by the total.
T_o project the potential financial impacts of the NBSBAP on fi%111S of
different sizes in below-a. .rage financial condition, base.line financial
profiles of representative less healthy fi.z:ms are required. unfortunately,
Dun and Bradstreet does mlt. rank businesses in a particular industry in their
data base from. •moat healthy• to "least hea.lthy• and then re~rt the financial
ratios of the firm that falls .in the lower quartile of that distribution.
Instead, D&B calculates each ratio of interest <•-~·• current assets/current
liabilities) for the 991 fi%1118 and then ranks these ratios from. •1:>est• to
•worst.•

D&B then reports the lower quartile for each of these ratios

individually. Cons9q\1ently, constructing the financial. statement of the lower
quartile :fi:z:m is not possible.
Constructing prg famn financial. statements of a firm that yield
financial ratios closely resembling the D&B lower quartile ratios .1a. possible.
Appendix A presents the income statements and balance sheets of dry cleaning
firms in below-average financial condition.

D&B reports that the lower

quartile profit-to-sales ratio of commercial dry cleaning firms in its data
base is about one percent, which is consistent with the income statement
entries.

Other lower-quartile ratios mported by D&B and employed in the

construction of these pro

form■

statements include asaets-to-sa.les of

approzimately 70 percent, fixed assets-to-net worth of approximately 155
percent, and a return ~n net worth of approximately 3.5 percent.
To project the potential financial impacts of the NESHAP on fi:cma of
different sizes in above-average financial. condition, ~aseline financial
profiles of representative healthy firms are required.

For reasons described

above, constructing the financial statements of the upper-quartile firm. is not
possibl.e.

Again, constructing PTA fo:rn,1 financial statements of a firm. that

yield financial ratios cl.osely resembling the D&B upper-quartil.e ratio is
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possible.

Appendix A presents the income statements and balance sheets of

dry

cleaning fi:z:ms in the same size categories, all in above-average financial
condition.
5.8

KEY BUSINESS RATIOS OF DRY CLEANING FIRMS
Financial ratio analysis is a widaly accepted way of sunma.d.zing the

financial condition of a fi=i..

Financial ratios include four fundamental

types:
• indicators of liquidity,
• activity,
• leverage, and
• profitability.
The baseline financial status of dry cleaning fizme: is characterized below by
means of financial ratio analysis.
Liquidity indicates the ability of the fi.an to meet its near-te:z:m
financial obligations as they come due.

A common measure of liquidity is the

current ratio, which divides the fi.an's current assets by its current
liabilities.

CUrrent assets include cash, accounts receivable, invent·ories,

or other assets that represent or can be converted. to cash within one year.
current liabilities are essentially bills that must be paid within the year
(including current :maturities of long-te:z:m debt).

Higher ratios are generally

more desirable than lower ratios, because they indicate greater liquidity or
solvency.
Activity indicates how effectively the fiJ:m is using its resources.

The

ratio of fi:z:m sales to fixed assets (plant and equipment), the fixed asset
turnover ratio, measures how well the fi:m uses its capital eqaipmant to
generate sales.

Higher ratios are generally more desirable than lower ratios.

Leverage indicates the degree to which the fi:m' s assets have been
supplied by, and hence are owned by, creditors versus owners.

Leverage should

be in an acceptable range indicating that the fina is using enough debt
financing to take advantage of the lower cost of debt, but not so much that
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current or potential creditors are uneasy about the ability of the firm to
repay its debt.

The deOt ratio is a common measure of leverage that divides

all del:lt, long and short te::m, by total assets.
Profitability measures the return, usually as net income after all
costs, debt repayment, and taxes, to the firm over some time period, usually
one year.

Profitability is most commonly, though perhaps not most relevantly,

expressed as a return to sales.

Because net worth is a measure of the value

of the firm to its owners, profitability-to-net worth is a measure of the
annual return to owners expressed as a percent.
Financial ratio indicators of liquidity, activity, leverage, and
profitability among dry cleaning firms in below-average, average, and above
average financial health are presented in Table 5-7.
status improves, firms become more liquid.

Clearly, as financial

Note particularly that below

average fiDDS are only marginally able, at best, to meet current obligations
with their cash and other current assets.
Also as expected, firms in better financial health generate more sales
with their plant and equipment.

In the context of the dry cleaning industry,

this condition may indicate that firms with higher machine capacity
utilization are more financially sound than those with lower machine capacity
utilization.

Sales per dollar of fixed assets are more than twice as high

among firms in average financial condition than among those in below-average
financial condition.

This lends support to financial scenario I of a positive

relationship between fiJ:111. size and financial health, that in turn underlies
the estimates presented in Table 5-5.
Leverage analysis of dry cleaning firma in the three different financial
states is more difficult than liquidity, activity, or profitability analysis.
The "mean firmn in the D&B data base is about 46 percent debt financed (and 54
percent equity financed).

As explained above,

less debt is not necessarily

"better" because a firm using too little debt is not minimizing its cost of
capital.

From a creditor's point of view though, less debt is probably better

than more debt, on balance.

D&B reports are creditor-oriented, which probably

explains why in D&B's judgment a low debt ratio is desirable.
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Because a main

TABLE S-7.

BASELINE FINANCIAL RATIOS OF :CRY CLEANING FIIUIS

Financial Condition
Below Average

Average .

Above Average

Liquidity
0.80

1.73

5.10

2.30

5.56

7.54

60.00

45.90

15.00

profit to sales (percent)

1.00

7.00

13.00

profit to assets (percent)

1.40

14.50

32.50

profit to NW (percent)

3. 60

26.80

38.20

Cµrrent ratio (times)
Activity
Fi.zed asset turnover
ratio (times)
Leverage
Debt ratio (percent)
Profitability

Scw:ce: DLtna: Analytica1 Sel:vicaa, 1910.

objective of this analysis is to evaluate a dq cleaning fii:m'a ability to
obtain and its cost of obtaining credit to purchase control equipment, this
inte:cpretation is satisfactory.
Profitability analysis is useful because it helps evaluate botb the

incentive and the nhilitz of

dry cleaning fiz:ma to incur equipment and

operating coats required for compliance. 1

Hore profitable fizma have more

incentive than leas profitable fi.au to comply because the annual returns to
doing business are greater.

In the extreme, a eingle-facili.ty fi.i:m earning

zero profit (price equals average variable coat) has no inCBntive to comply
with a regulation imposing any positive cost unless it can pass along the

lory cleaning finia that are either unwilling or unable to comply with
the NESHAP must sell the facility, switch solvents, or discontinue their dry
cleaning operations at the noncompliant facility.
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entire cost of the regulation to its customers.

This same firm is also less

&bl& to comply because it is less able to obtain a loan.

The relationship between profitability and fim. health is clearly
demonstrated in Table 5-7.

One-quarter of the dry cleaning firms in D&B' s

data base are only marginally profitable by all three measures.

If-some or

all of the estimated 6,690 commercial d7:y cleaning firms with annual reCeipts
under $25,000 are among the lower quartile in profitability, they are
generating annual profits of only several hundred dollars.

Average dry

cleaning fi%lZIS are seven times more profitable (related to sales) than below
average firms, and above-average fi%lZIS are about twice as profitable as
average fi.ans.
These financial ratios suggest that the NESHAP requirements may have a
disproportionate impact on small fi.ans and fizms in below-average financial
health.

The financial ratios of below-average fi.ans are sometimes

substantially worse than those of average fi:JM.

These baseline ratios will

be used as a basis of comparison in Section 7 when the potential financial

impacts of the NESHAP on dry cleaning fi.ans are considered.
5.9

AVAILABILITY AND COSTS OF CAPITAL
Without exception, affected dry cleaning facilities would haVe to

purchase coQtrol equipment to meet the regulator·y illternatives or discontinue
dry cleaning operations (•closure•).

In addition, many affected facilities

would incur recurring operating and maintenance costs that exceed their
solvent recovery credits.

The availability and costs of capital to dry

cleaning £inns of different sizes, types, and financial conditions will
influence the financial impacts of the dry cleaning NESHAP.
Hastsopoulos (1991) clearly states that in making investments, companies
use two sources of funds:

equity and debt.

Each source differs in its

exposure to risk, in its taxation, and its cost.
obtaining additional funds from owners:
shareho1ders.
new owners.

Equity financing involves

proprietors, p~rtners, or

Partners and shareholders, in turn, can be existing owners or
Obtaining new capital from existing owners can be further

dichotc;,mized into internal and external financing.
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Using a firm's retained

earnings is equivalent to internal equity financing.

Obtaining additional

capital from the proprietor, one or more existing partners, or existing
shareholders constitutes external equity financing.
Debt financing involves obtaining additional funds from lenders who are
·not owners: they include buyers of bonds, banks, or other lending
institutions.

Debt borrowing involves a contractual obl~gation to repay the

principal and interest on an agreed-upon schedule,

Failure by the firm to

meet the obli~ation can result in legal bankruptcy.
The d..ry cleaning industry is dominated by small firms for whom selling
stocks and bonds is not a very realistic option.

Steinhoff and Burgess (1989)

list a large number of sources of funding for small businesses, but most fit a
description of either debt or equity reasonably well:
• personal funds and/or retained earnings,
• loans from relatives and friends,
• trade credit,
• loans or credit from equipment sellers,
• mortgage loans,
• commercial bank loans,
• Small Business Administration loans,
• small business investment company loans,
• government sponsored business development companies,
• partners,
• venture capital funding, and
• miscellaneous sources.
Using personal funds and/or retained earnings, obtaining loans from
relatives and friends, obtaining funds from partners, and obtaining venture
capital funding effectively constitute equity financing because they generally
do not involve a legal contract for repayment.

This type of borrowing is

considered more risky for the lend.er than for the borrowing firm because in
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the event of bankruptcy, the lenders have claim.to the dissolved assets of the
fi:cm only after those of debt lenders.
Trade credit, loans or credit from equipment sellers, mortgage loans,
commercial bank loans, Small Business Administration loans, small business
investment company loans, and government-sponsored business development
company loans generally constitute debt financing ~cause they involve
contractual pr0111ises to repay the principal and some agreed-to interest.

In

the event of firm bankruptcy, which ~an be initiated by a lender whose loan
te%DIS are not being honored by the firm, debt lenders are paid out of the
assets of the firm before equity lenders.

Thus, debt borrowing is considered

more risky for tbe firm's owners than equity borrowing.
One important difference then between debt and equity financing is its
cost.

The expected or anticipated rate of return required by equity lenders

is higher than the required rate of return to debt lenders because of the
relative riskiness of equity.

A second important difference between the two

sources· of funds is tax related.

Interest payments on debt are deductible t~

the fi:cm as a cost of doing business for state and federal income tax
purposes.

Returns to owners are not tax deductible.

a distinct tax-related cost advantage.

Thus, borrowing debt has

For two reasons, then, the cost of

debt is normally lower than the cost of equity.
In this analysis, a simplifying assumption is made that dry cleaning
firms have two possible sources of capital:
e~rnings {equity).

bank loans {debt) and retained

The availability and cost of capital is evaluated in that

!

cPntext.
A firm's cost of capital is a weighted average of its cost of equity and
after-tax cost of debt:
15 .1)

wpere
WACC • weighted average cost of capital
Wd

• weighting factor on debt
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t

• marginal effective state and federal corporation/individual tax
rate

Ket.

• the cost of debt or interest rate

We

• weighting factor on equity

Ke

• cost (required rate of return) of equity.

A real (inflation-adjusted) coSt of capital is desired, so employing the GNP
implicit price deflater for the seven year period 1982-1989 adjusts nominal
rates to real rates.

Using an adjustment factor of· 4 percent assumes that the

inflation premium on real rates for the next seven years is the actual rate of
inflation averaged over the last seven years (1990 Economic Report of the
President) •
Based on conversations with a ·business loan officer at a: large
commercial bank (Bass, 1991), seven-year prime-plus variable interest rate
bank loans for control equipmeQt are assumed to be available to qualifying
firms on the following cost te.rma:
• beat applicants:

prime plus one-half percent

• typical health applicants:

prime plus one percent

• below-average but still-sound applicants:

prime plus 2 percent

According to Bass, actual loan te:rms are negotiated on a case-by-case
basis, but the guidelines given above are reasonable.

Particularly germane to

this analysis is his insistence that bank loans are not made to finns at any
~

unless expectations are high that they well be repaid according to the

tel:l!IS of the loan.

This is why the risk premium spread from one-half percent

to 2 percent is so narrow.
Between 1982 and 1989 the prime rate varied around a mean of
approximately 10.S percent, nominal.

Using the i~flation premium discussed

above, and assuming that the nominal prime rate will average about 10.5
percent over the next seven years, the expected llAl. prime rate is about 6. 5
percent.

Then following Bass's guidelines for loan risk premium, the

following real before-tax debt costs are computed and employed:
• beat applicants:

7 percent

• typical health applicants:

7.5 percent
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• below-av~rage but still-sound applicants:

8.5 percent

Because debt interest is deductible for state and federal income tax
purposes, the cost of debt has to be adjusted downward.

An approximate

effective marginal state and federal tax rate of 38 percent is computed using
data from The Tax Foundation (1991).

Applying this rate to the real costs of

debt computed earlier derives after-tax real debt costs for dry cleaning firms
in three different financial conditions:
• above-average financial condition.:
• average financial condition:

4. 7 percent

• below-average financial condition:
The cost of equity,

Ke,

4. 3 percent

5.3 percent

can be estimated by adding an equity risk

premium to a risk-free required rate of return (Jones, 1991).

Using the 1982-

1989 average return on 10-year federal treasury securities as the risk-free
rate, and assuming it is applicable for the next seven years, a nominal risk
free rate of 10 percent is obtained.
Jones (1991) reports that COfflDOn practice is to use the Standard and
Poor 500 long-run average equity risk premium of a.bout 8 percent as a first
basis for computing the cost of equity in conjunction with the risk-free rate.
Thus, the S&P 500 nominal equity yield is a.bout 18 percent, which is an
estimate of the average cost of equity for all publicly traded stocks (Van
Horne, 1980).
Jones indicates that still another risk premium has to be added for
firms that are more risky than the S&P 500 average, and that dry cleaning
firms probably generally fall in this category.

Even though the assumption is

'
necessarily arbitrary, dry cleaning firm equity risk premiums are employed
as
follows:
• dry cl~aning firms in above-average health:
• dry cleaning firms in average health:

2 -percent

• dry cleaning firms in below-average health:
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O percent

6 percent

Adding these dry cleaning fina equ.ity risk premiums and simultaneously
subtracting inflation premiums resu1t in the following set of real equity
costs for dry cleaning firms of different financial states:
• above-average financial condition:
• average financial condition:

14 percent

16 percent

• below-average financial condition:

20 percent

These estimates appear reasonable in view of a study by Anderson, Mims,
and Ross (1987) which estimated real equity coats of 11 percent, 14 percent,
and 19 percent for fi:ma with Moody Bond Ratings of AAA (the highest rating),
BBB, and BB, respectively.
Weighting the debt and equity coat components is difficult for several
reasons.

First, market value weights are more theoretically correct than book

value weights, but only-the latter are observable for privately owned dry
cleaning firms (Bowlin, Martin, and Scott, 1990).

Second, target weights, not

historical weights, are appropriately used for estimating the coat of capital
{Bowlin, Martin, and Scott, 1990).
'observable.

Again, only historical weights are

Third, marginal costs of capital, not ~istorical average costs,

are appropriate hurdle rates for new investments (Bowlin, Martin, and Scott,
1990).

For this analysis, the industry average debt/equity structure is the
optimal/target structure for all dry cleaning firms and book-value weights
approximate market-value weights (Bowlin, Martin and Scott, 1990).

The debt

and equity weights of the mean dry cleaning firm in the Dun and Brad.8treet
data base are 31 percent and 69 percent, respectively.

Using these weights

and the component costs of capital derived above gives the weighted average
coats of capital for dry cleaning firms in the three financial states:
• above-average financial condition:
• average financial condition:

11 percent

12.S percent

• below-average financial condition:

15.4 percent

These coat of capital estimates are not presented as actual costs to
particular firms.

Likewise, they are not meant to imply that firms within a
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financial condition category all have the same cost of capital, or that
borrowed funds will necessarily be available to all firms.

In particular,

recognize that 25 percent of all firms are in "below-average financial
condition.•

Within this range, some finlS will be far more financially

distressed than others.

The 15.4 percent real rate may overestimate the cost

of capital for some of these dry cleaning firms and underestimate some

-

unusually distressed firms.
Adequate control capital fWlds are probably unavailable through normal
channels to small, particularly distressed firms.

Baas (1991) indicates that

moat commercial banks will not lend money to financially distressed firms, and
retained earnings at amal.l, distressed firms may be inadequate to pay for
control capital.

Bass also stated that his institution, and others, won't

lend money to dry cleaning firms without first conducting an "environmental
audit" to protect the bank in the event that environmental contamination is
present or foreseeable at the time of the loan. /One can never discount the
'-

possibility that funds would be available from owners' personal funds, new
partners, friend.s, relatives, or other sources:)
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TABLE A-1.

BASELINE !''.CNAHCIAL STM'EMEN1'S OF DRY CLEAHDIG FIRMS IN BELOWAVBRAGB FDIAHCZAL CONDITION

> $1001<

< $251t

$25-501<

$50-751<

$75-1001<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,~10

coat of goods eol.d

8,-288

18,948

31,320

43,848

171,74~

gross profit

9,448

21,597

35,701

49,981

195,764

other expenses and

9,270

21,192

35,030

49,042

192,090

177

405

670

938

3,675

315

720

1,190

1,666

6,526

accounts receivable

1,225

2,799

4,627

6,478

25,373

cash p1ua accounts
receivable

1,539

3,519

5,817

8,144

31,900

other current assets

924

2,112

3,490

4,887

19,140

total. current assets

2,463

5,630

9,308

13,031

51,039

fimd assets

7,698

17,597

29,087

40,722

159,500

other non-current
assets

2,255

5,154

8,520

11,928

46,718

12,415

28,382

· 46,915

65,680

257,257

665

1,520

2,513

3,518

13,779

loans payable

58

132

218

306

1,198

notes payable

795

1,817

3,004

4,206

16,474

other current
liabilities

1,561

3,569

5,899

8,259

32,349

total current
liabilities

3,079

7,039

11,635

16,289

63,800

non-current liabilities

4,370

9,990

16,514

23,119

90,554

7,449

17,029

28,149

39,408

net worth

4,966

11,353

18,766

26,272

154,354
•
102,903

capital

9,336

21,343

35,280

49,392

193,457

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

Company Sal.ea Range

Income Statement
Sa.lea

tazes
net profit

aalanno

Shut

cash

total assets

accounts payabl.e

total liabilities

:tat1l ·t1:l 1biliti11a
nod Net WOt;t;h

TABLB A-2.

BASELINE FINANCIAL STM'EMENTS OF DRY CLZAHIHG FIRMS IN AVERAGE
!'Illll!ICIAL CONDITION

< $2SK

$25-S0K

$50-7SK

$75-l00K

> $100K

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

7,786

17,799

29,422

41,191

161,337

· 9,950

22,746

37,599

52,638

206,173

otbe::c expenses and
tuas

8,709

19,908

32,907

46,070

180,448

net profit

1,241

2,838

4,691

6,568

25,725

1,548

3,540

5,851

8,191

32,083

650

1,486

2,457

3,439

13,471

2,198

5,026

8,308

11,630

45,554

other current assets

958

2,190

3,620

5,069

19,853

total CUX"rant assets

3,157

7,216

11,928

16,699

65,407

fixed assets

3,191

7,295

12,057

16,880

66,117

other non-current
assets

2,207

5,045

8,340

·11, 676

45,732

8,555

19,556

32,325

45,255

177,257

394

900

1,487

2,082

8,154

loans payable

34

78

129

181

709

notes payable

471

1,076

1,778

2,489

9,749

other current
liabilities

924

2,112

3,491

4,888

19,144

total cu::c::cent
liabilities

1,822

4,165

6,885

9,639

37,755

non-current liabilities

2,105

4,811

..:J, 952

11,133

43,606

3,927

8,976

14,837

20,772

81,361

net worth

4,628

10,579

17,488

24,483

95,895

capital

6,732

15,391

25,440

35,616

139,501

8,555

19,556

32,325

45,255

177,257

Company Sal.es Range

tnrorne StatementSales
coat of goods sold
g:cose profit

Balance Sheet
cash
accounts receivable
cash plus accounts
receivab.le

total asset.s
accounts payable

total liabilities

%atal l1i.lb:Ll~t:L11a
and Net- wa·rt-h

•

TABL& A-3.

BASBI.INE !'DJANCIAL STATEMBNTS OF Dll CLBAHING !'IIQIS IN ASOVEAVBRAGB !'XNANCIAL CONDITION
> $1001<

< $251<

$25-501<

$50-751<

$75-1001<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

7,284

16,651

27,524

38,533

150,928

10,452

23,894

39,497

55,296

216,582

other expenses and
tmo

8,147

18,624

30,784

43,098

168,806

net profit

2,305

5,270

8,713

12,198

47,776

1,379

3,152

5,211

7,295

28,574

267

611

1,010

1,414

5,538

1,646

-3,763

6,221

8,709

34,112

other current assets

753

1,720

2,844

3,981

15,594

total current assets

2,399

5,484

9,065

12,691

49,706

fized aisets

2,352

5,377

8,887

12,442

48,732

other non-current
assets

2,344

5,358

8,857

12,399

48,566 ·

7,095

16,218

26,808

31,532

147,004

102

232

384

537

2,105

loans payable

9

20

33

47

183

notes payable

121

278

459

643

2,517

other current
liabil.ities

238

545

901

1,262

4,942

total current
liabilities

470

1,075

1,177

2,488

9,746

non-currant liabilities

594

1,358

2,244

3,141

12,305

1,064

2,433

4,021

5,630

22,051

net worth

6,030

13,785

22,787

31,902

124,953

capital

6,624

15,143

25,031

35,043

137,258

7,095

16,218

26,808

37,532

147,004

Company Sal.es

Range

Income 8t1temeot
Sal.es
cost of qooda sol.d
gross profit

aaJnnce Sbeet
cash
accounts receivable
cash plus accounts
receivable

total assets
accounts payable

total l.iabilitiea

%atal Li1bilit~~a
ind wet Karth

A-3

TABLE A-4.

FINANCIAL STATEMDITS OF FIRMS IN BELOW-AVERAGE FDIAHCIAL
CONDITION: REGULATORY AL'lERNA'l'rvB I

$25-501<

$50-751<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of goods

8,288

18,948

31,320

41,191

43,848

g-:ross profit

9,448

21,597

35,701

49,981

195,764

other ezpenses and taxes

9,608

21,464

35,216

49,179

191,990

-161

133

485

801

3,774

-7,200

-6,582

-5,614

-5,667

-10,011

accounts receivable

1,225

2,799

4,627

6,478

25,373

cash plus accounts
receivable

-5,975

-3,783

-987

811

15,362

other current assets

924

2,112

3,490

4,887

19,140

total current assets

-5,052

-1, 671

2,504

5,697

34,502

fixed assets

15,212

24,899

35,891

48,055

176,037

2,255

5,154

8,520

11,928

46,718

12,415

28,382.

46,915

65,680

257,257

665

1,520

2,513

3,518

13,779

loans payabl.e

58

132

218

306

1,198

notes payabl.e

795

1,817

3,004

4,206

16,474

other current l.iabilities

1,561

3,~69

5,899

8,259

32,349

total current l.iabil.ities

3,079

7,039

11,635

16,289

63,800

non-current liabil.ities

4,370

9,990

16,514

23,119

90,554

7,449

17,029

28,149

39,408

154,354

net worth

4,966

11,353

18,766 ·

26,272

102,903

capital.

9,336

21,343

35,280

49,392

193,457

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

Company Sa1es Range

$0-251<

$75-1001<

$ >1001<

Income Statement
Sales

net profit

Bl lAns@ Sheet
caah

other non-current assets
total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities

Totnl Liabilities
and Nat worth

A-4

TABLE A-5.

FINANCIAL S'l'A'lEMENTS OF FIRMS IN AVERAGE FDtANCIAL COHDI'l'ION:
RBGOLATORY Aii'l'ZRNA'l'IVE I

$25-50K

$50-751<

$75-1001<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

cost of goods

7,786

17,799

29,422

41,191

161,337

gross profit

9,950

22,746

37,599

52,638

206,173

10,667

2~,754

34,560

47,789

183,.915

-717

991

3,038

4,849

22,258

1,548

3,540

5,851

8,191

32,083

650

1,486

2,457

3,439

13,471

2,198

5,026

8,308

11,630

45,554

other current assets

958

2,190

3,620

5,069

19,853

total currant assets

3,157

7,216

11,na

16,699

65,407

10,706

14,596

18,861

24,214

82,655

2,207

5,045

8,340

11,676

45,732

16,069

26,858

39,129

52,589

193,794

394

900

1,487

2,082

8,154

loans.payable

34

78

129

181

709

notes!payable

2,091

2,650

3,245

4,071

13,315

other/ current liabilities

924

2,112

3,491

4,888

19,144

total! current liabilities
'
non-c~rrent liabilities

3,443

5,740

8,353

11,221

41,322

8,863

11,378

14,071

17,728

58,479

12,306

17,118

22,424

28,949

99,801

3,764

9,740

16,705

23,640

93,993

12,627

21,118

30,777

41,368

152,472

16,069

26,858

39,129

52;s89

193,794

Company Salas Range

$0-251<

$ >1001<

Income Statement
Sales

Other expanses and taxes
net profit

Bnlanca Sheet
cash
accounts receival:>le
cash plus accounts
receivable

fixed assets

other non-current assets
total assets
accounts payable

'

'

total liabilities
net 1tprth
capi~al

Total Jtiahilities
and

Net Korth

A-5

'!'ABLE A-6.

!'INANCIAL STA'?l!'.KBNTS OF FIRMS IN ABOVE-AVERAGE FINANCIAL
CONDITION: RBGULA'l'ORY AL'l'SRNATIVB I

$25-50K

$50-75K

$75-l00K

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of good.a

7,284

16,651

27,524

38,533

150,928

gross profit

10,452

23,894

39,497

55,296

216,582

other expenses and tueia

10,079

20,445

32,414

44,791

172,216

373

3,449

7,083

10,504

44,366

1,379

3,152

5,211

7,295

28,574

267

611

1,010

1,414

s, 538-

1,646

3,763

6,221

8,709

34,112

other current assets

753

1,720

2,844

3,981

15,594

total current assets

2,399

5, 4.84

9,065

12,691

4~,706

fixed assets

9,867

12,678

15,691

19,775

65,270

other non-current assets

2,344

5,358

8,857

12,399

48,566

14,609

23,520

33,612

44,865

163,542

102

232

384

537

2,105

loans payable

9

20

33

47

183

notes payable

1,716

1,827

1,903

2,199

6,026

other current liabilities

238

545

901

1,262

4,942

total current liabilities

2,065

2,625

3,221

4,045

13,256

non-current liabilities

7,341

7,913

8,352

9,725

27,152

9,406

10,538

11,574

13,770

40,408

5,204

12,982

22,039

31,095

123,134

12,544

20,895

30,391

40,821

150,286

14,609

23,520

33~ 612

44,865

163,542

Company Sales Range

$0-25K

$ >lOOK

Income Stateuwnt
Sales

net profit

Ba lance Sheet
cash
accounts receivable
cash plus accounts
receivable

total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities
net wo:cth
capital

Total Liabilities
nod Net worth

A-6

TABLI!: A-7.

FIHANCIAL S1'A1'BIIBIF.rS OF FIRMS IN BBLOII-AVBRAGE FDIANCIAL
RBGOLA!'ORY ALTERNM'XVE II
COHDITION:

$25-SOK

$50-75K

$75-lOOK

$ >lOOK

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of goods

8,288

18,948

31,320

43,848

171,746

gross p.:r:ofit

9,448

21,597

35,701

49,981

195,764

othe.:r: espenses and taxes

11,059

22,663

35,828

50,140

193,894

net p.:r:ofit

-1,611

-1,065

-127

-160

1,871

-6, 367

-5,893

-5,261

-5,114

-8,696

1,.225

2,799

4,627

6,478

25,373

-5,142

-3,094

-634

1,364

16,678

other current aaaets

924

2,112

3,490

4,887

19,140

total cur.:r:ent assets

-4,219

-982

2,856

6,251

35,818

fixed assets

14,379

24,209

35,539

47,502

174,722

2,255

5,154

8,520

11, 928_

46,718

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

665

1,520

2,513

3,518

13,779

loani, pa!{Bble

58

132

218

306

1,198

notes payable

795

1,817

3,004

4,206

16,474

other current liabilities

1,561

3,569

5,899

8,259

32,349

total cur.:r:ent liabilities

3,079

7,039

11,635

16,289

63,800

non-current liabilities

4,370

9,990

16,514

23,119

90,554

7,449

17,029

28,149

39,408

154,354

net worth

4,966

11,353

18,766

26,272

102,903

capital

9,336

21,343

35,280

49,392

193,457

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

Company Sales Range

$0-25K

JDCOW Statement
Sales

Balance Sheat
accounts .:receivable
cash plus accounts
.:r:eceivable

other non-current assets
total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities

Tat-al T,hh1 J:ltien
and Net Worth

A-7

TABLE A-8.

FDlANCll.L STATEMEN1'S OF FIRMS IN AVERAGE !'INAHCll.L CONDITION:
REGULATORY AL'?ERNA!l'IVB II

>lOO!t

$25-50K

$50-751<

$75-l00lt

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

cost of gooda

7,786

17,799

29,422

41,191

161,337

gross profit

9,950

22,746

37,599

52,638

206,173

other expenses and taxes

11,938

22,804

35,096

48,630

185,535

net profit

-1,988

-59

2,503

4,008

20,638

1,548

3,540

5,851

8,191

32,083

650

1,486

2,457

3,439

13,471

2,198

5,026

8,308

11,630

45,554

other current assets

958

2,190

3,620

5,069

19,853

total. current assets

3,157

7,216

11,928

16,699

65,407

fixed assets

9,872

13,907

18,509

23,660

81,339

other non-current assets

2,207

5,045

8,340

11,676

45,732

15,236

26,168

38,777

52,035

192,478

394

900

1,487

2,082

8,154

loans payable

34

78

129

181

709

notes payable

1,911

2,502

3,169

3,951

13,032

other current ·liabilities

924

2,112

3,491

4,888

19,144

total current liabilities

3,263

5,591

8,277

11,101

41,038

non-current liabilities

8,114

10,758

13,754

17,231

57,296

11,377

16,349

22,031

28,332

98,334

3,859

9,819.

16,746

23,703

94,145

11,973

20,577

30;500

40,934

151,440

15,236

26,168

38,777

52,035

192,478

Company Sales Range

$0-251<

$

Iocnrne Statement
Sal.es

Balance Sheet
cash
accounts receivabl.e
cash plus accounts
receivabl.e

total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities
net worth
capital

:tgtal I1~ab:Uit,i,ea
and Net Worth

A-8

TABLE A-9.

FINANCIAL STATBMEN'l'S OF FIRMS IN ABOVB-AVBRAGE FIHANC:tAL
COHDH'ION: REGDLA'l'OR.Y ALTBRHATIVB II

$25-501<

$50-751<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of goods

7,284

16,651

27,524

38,533

150,921

gross profit

10,452

23,894

39,497

55,296

216,582

other ezpenaea and taxes

11,353

21,497

32,951

45,635

173,141

-901

2,397

6,54_6

9,661

42,741

1,379

3,152

5,211

7,295

28,574

267

611

1,010

1,414

5,538

1,646

3,763

6,221

8,709

34,112

other current assets

753

1,720

2,844

3,981

15,594

total current assets

2,399

5,484

9,065

12,691

49,706

fixed assets

9,033

11,989

15,338

19,222

63,954

other non-current assets

2,344

5,358

8,857

12,399

48-, 566

13,776

22,831

33,260

44,312

162,226

102

232

384

537

2,105

loans payable

9

20

33

47

183

noteS payabl.e

1,539

1,681

1,828

2,081

5,747

other current liabilities

238

545

901

1,262

4,942

total current liabilities

1,888

2,479

3,147

3,927

12,977

non-current liabilities

6,592

7,294

8,036

9,228

25,970

8,481

9,773

11,182

13,156

38,947

5,295

13,058

22,077

31,156

123,279

11,888

20,352

30,113

40,384

149,249

13,776

22,831

33,260

44,312

162,226

Company Sales Range

$0-251<

$75-1001<

$ >1001<

tneorne Statement
Sales

net profit

BallPQA Sheet
cash
accounts receivable
cash plus accounts
receivable

total assets
accoun~s payable

total liabilities
net worth
capital

Total Liahilitiea
and Nftt Worth

A-9

TABLE A-10. J!'DlANCZAL STATEMENTS OF FIRMS IN BELON-AVERAGE FINANCIAL
CONDITIOH: REGOLA~RY ALTERNA'l'IVZ III

$75-1001<

>l00K

$0-251<

$25-501<

$50-751<

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of goods

8,288

18,948

31,320

43,848

171,746

gross profit

9,448

21,597

35,701

49,981

195,764

other expenses and taxes

11,108

22,772

36,151

50,489

194,835

net profi-t

-1, 660

-1,175

-450

-509

930

-6,386

-5,931

-5,360

-5,163

-8,747

1,225

2,799

4,627

6,478

25,373

-s, 162

-3,132

-733

1,315

16,626

other current assets

924

2,112

3,490

4,887

19,140

total current assets

-4,238

-1, 020

2,758

6,202

35,766

fixed assets

14,399

24,248

35,637

47,551

174,773

2,255

5,154

8,520

11,928

46,718

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

665

1,520

2,513

3,518

13,779

loans pay&Ql.e

58

132

218

306

1,198

notes payable

795

1,817

3,004

4,206

16,474

other current liabilities

1,561

3,569

5,899

8,259

32,349

total current liabilities

3,079

7,039

11,635

16,289

63,800

non-current liabilities

4,370

9,990

16,514

23,119

90,554

7,449

17,029

28,149

39,408

154,354

net worth

4,966

11,353

18,766

26,272

102,903

capital

9,336

21,343

35,280

49,392

193,457

12,415

28,382

46,915

65,680

257,257

Company Sal.ea Range

$

tnsoma Statement
Sales

Balance Sheet
cash
accounts receivable
cash plus accounts
receivable

other non-current assets
total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities

Total I,iabilities
and Nat worth

A-10

t'ABLB A-11. FIH»ICIAL S~.uzNBH'lS OP FDIMS IH AVBUGB l'DIUICIAL CONDITION:.
ltBGDLA.TORY AL!'ZlU!IATIVB III

Campany Salee aanp

$0-251<

$25-SOK

$50-75K

$75-lOOK

$ >lOOK

17,736

40 ....545

67,021

93,829

367,510

coat of goods ,

7,786

17,799

29,4~2

_41,191

161,337

groea profit

9,950

22,746

37,599

52,638

206,173

other expenses and tazes

11,991

22,922

35,441

48,990

186,487

net profit

-2,041

-177

2, 1_58

3,648

19,686

1,548

3,540

5,851

8,191

32,083

650

1,486

2,457

3,439

13,471

2,198

5,026

8,308

11,630

45,554

other current assets

958

2,190

3,620

s, 069

19,853

total current assets

3,157

7,216

11,928

16,699

65,407

fized assets

9,892

13,945

18,607

23,709

81,391

other non-current assets

2,207

5,045

8,340

11,676

45,732

15,256

26,207

38,875

52,084

192,530

394

900

1,487

2,082

8,154

loans payable

34

78

129

181

709

notes payable

1,916

2,510

3,190

3,962

13,043

other current liabilities

924

2,112

3,491

4,888

19,144

total current liabil.itiea

3,267

5,600

8,298

11,112

41,049

non-current liabil.ities

8,131

10,792

13,843

17,274

57,342

11,399

16,392

22,141

28,386

98,391

3,857

9,815

16,735

23,698

94,139

11,988

20,607

30,577

40,972

151,481

15,256

26,207

38,875

52,084

192,530

tocare Statement
Sal.es

a111nce Sheet
accounts receivable
cash pl.us accounts
receivable

total. assets
accounts payabl.e

total. liabil.ities
net worth

capital

Tatel Liabilities
and Het Worth

A-11

TABLE A-12. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF FIRMS IN ASOVE•AVBRAGE F:INAHCIAL
CONDITION: RBGULATORY ALTBIUIA'l'IVB III
$0-251<

$25-501<

$50-75K

$75-l0Olt

$ >l00K

17,736

40,545

67,021

93,829

367,510

cost of goods

7,284

16,651

27,524

38,533

150,928

gross profit

10,452

23,894

39,497

55,296

216,582

other expenses and taxes

11,406

21,615

33,295

45,994

174,793

-954

2,279

6,202

9,302

41,790

1,379

3,152

5,211

7,295

28,574

267

611

1,010

1,414

s, 538

1,646

3,763

6,221

8,709

34,112

other current assets

753

1,720

2,844

3,981

15,594

total current assets

2,399

5,484

9,065

12,691

49,706

fixed assets

9,053

12,027

15,437

19,271

64,006

other non-current assets

2,344

5,358

8,857

12,399

48,566

13,796

22,869

33,358

44,360

162,278

102

232

384

537

2,105

loans payable

9

20

33

47

183

notes payable

1,544

1,689

1,849

2,092

5,758

other current liabilities

238

545

901

1,262

4,942

total currant liabilities

1,893

2,487

3,167

3,938

12,988

non-current liabilities

6,610

7,329

8,124

9,272

26,017

8,503

9,815

11,292

13,210

39,004

5,293

13,054

22,067

31,151

123,273

11,903

20,382

30,191

40,423

149,290

13,796

22,869

33,358

44,360

162,278

COmpany Sales Range

Tnsnn:e Statement
Sales

net profit
Ba hnce Sheet

cash
accoWlts :receivable
cash plus accounts
:receivable

total assets
accounts payable

total liabilities
net worth
capital

Total Liabilitiea
and Net Korth

A-12

